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Established January, 1846.

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Subscriptions 13 00 per year pavable ln
advance; single copies three cents
Ad ertlslng rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Thc Rockland Gazette was established
ln 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
ln 1882. The Free Press was established
In 1855 and ln 1891 changed. Hr name to
the Tribune. These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897.

Backward By Rev. E. O.
Kenyon

Capt William H. Wincapaw To Fly Over Coast
Guard and Light Stations Sunday

Knox County Has Quite a Number of Things To
Be Thankful For This Season

DOHERTY ENTERS FIELD

Former Rockland Deputy Would Like To Be
Sheriff—Mayor Richardson Out Of It

CHICKENS, DUCKS, GEESE
151*153

$25 REWARD

Will be paid for any corn which
Great Christopher Positive Corn Cure
cannot remove
Also rood for cal
louses.
Sold in Rockland by MC
LAIN'S SHOE STORE. 432 Main St.
lS7*Th-lSl

PARTY NIGHT AT THE

SPANISH VILLA

•

RINK

Cobb-Davis

MIDNIGHT PARTY
SUNDAY NIGHT
STARTING AT 12 O’CLOCK
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Who Will Be Chosen in
Elimination Contest
TONIGHT
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KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY
Rockland, Camden, Union, Vinalhaven, Warren

JOIN OUR CHRISTMAS CLUB
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NOW FORMING

If Vineyarders named the seasons
A rather remarkable advertise
as the old Indians did, the proper
name for the month of November ment appears on page seven of this
would be "The Scallop Moon," for newspaper, four columns by 14 inches
scallops have occupied the thoughts in size and written in its enllrel>' b,v
' a high school youngster. Miss Ruth
and activities of all save the crews ot
Dondls. She is one of tfle group ci
the deep-legged fleet and they are ln students who are gathering actual
the minority by several cable lengths. sales and office experience at the
"Scallops, scallops everywhere, and Fuller-Cobb-Davis store this week.
There are 42 of these boys and
not a stop to drinit" has been the
slogan of all long-fcooted gentry girls, members of the commercial
department, working at the store
around our shores since the dawn ol
fir.. „„„ .s....
i during the hoU<Uy ruth througk
be first, and the end is not yet
agreement between Principal Blaissight as the tailend of the month , deU and
slides past the quarter, although
experiment has proven a remarkathere has been a severe shrinking ot
! ble success from all angles. The
the daily catch.
I youngsters have entered into their
For what is generally called on I
"Off” year, the Vineyard has fared i Usks of meetln’ the publK and efI fecting sales with enthusiasm. The
mighty well. All hands needed all
public has reacted warmly to the
the luck they got, that goes without
saying, but the way things worked is eager young salespeople and co-opa good example of the cussed con- | erated readily, As a result the extrariness of fate and the independ- Periment has been a merchandisin
success for the store.
enoe of human calculations.
President Peterson saw- thc plan
To begin with, the usual prospect
ing was done from time to time be operating in New Haven as a regular
fore the season opened and all and part of the school curriculum, the
sundry hailed a darned slim set on students attending school mornings
the beds. To add to further discour and working in the stores after
agement. prices went masthead high noons. They are paid for their time
on the nearby mainland and a decid in the stores and also closely ranked,
ed drop was predicted as soon as the receiving credits therefrom toward
principal Vineyard beds were opened, graduation. Principal Blatsdell im
particularly, if there was any amount mediately saw ttoe value of the pres
of scallops to toe found.
ent plan and the happy outcome
Well the opening day dawned for speaks volumes for the fine training
Edgartown, the old whaling port, and given our boys and girls in the local
for Vineyard Haven, and Oak Bluffs, school.
and some three hundred men, boys
While the work of Miss Dondls in
and there may have been a girl or writing the advertisement referred
two, went down to the sea in skiffs to is no more exceptional than thc
and c&tboats.
work of several youngsters in office
All hands got their limit at a very and sales work, the nature of it
early hour, three bushels to the man arouses special interest. She had
being the limit. They opened well. made an intewsted study of
ad.
and the price starting at three-fifty a vertWng Iay(jute
and
gallon, hit three-seventy-five before
method of procedure, and produced
noon-time, and was four dollars on
the large advertisement entirely
the following day. And there it has
without assistance, even selecting the
stuck ever since up to this writing,
cuts. Of course some technical
with a promise of an even steeper
trimming was done at this office, but
price to come.—Fishing Gazette.
the job was not altered in a single
sentence.

FOR SALE
SMALL WARDROBE TRUNK
Good Buy for Student
Bargani for $8.09
Telephone 897-W

THE THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK g
THOMASTON, MAINE
151-153

C. F. SMITH
RANGE AND FUEL OIL
CLEAN BURNING

SALES EXPERIMENT

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 23

MEET THE GANG AT

A

THE SCALLOP MOON

The Vineyard Fared Mighty Well
Forty-Two High School Stu
Considering That It Was An Off
dents Work At FullerYear

DANCE

PROMPT DELIVERY

ECONOMICAL

152-lt

BOSTON
DAILY TRIPS BY BUS
7.30 A. M. and 1.40 P. M.
$4.00 One Way: $7.20 Round Trip
Railroad Responsibility
Tickets at Narragansett Hotel,
Chisholm Bros., Hotel Rockland,
and Thorndike Hotel, Rockland;
B. L. Davis, Warren, and McDon
ald's Drug Store, Thomaston.

MAINE CENTRAL TRANS. CO.

Phone Camden 2560—Rockland 1251
139-tf
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OTHER SIDE OF THE PICTURE

Rev. Ernest O. Kenyon rector of St.
Captain William H. Wincapaw will be accompanied by Samuel L BickPeter's Episcopal Church was guest
speaker at the noonday meeting of make his fourth annual trip to the ford. President of Bickford's Ir.c., of
Coast Guard stations and lighthouses New York City.
the Rockland Lions Club yesterday
along the Maine Coast Sunday dropin former years this flight has been
"A merry Christmas to us all. *••
•* my dears. God bless us.” Which «. and gave a very scholarly address on ping the latest news in Christmas a big event in the daily routine lives
•- all the family re-echoed. "God ■*' the history of Christmas which was
greetings from the air.
of our Ouardiars of the Coast, and
bless us every one," said Tiny •••
For this flight, Captain Wincapaw these papers will be awaited with a
•* Tim. the last of all —Charles ♦ listened to with keen appreciation by
•* Dickens.
<•.
[ will use the new La Touraine ship great deal of anticipation and pleas~
•••
••• his brother Lions.
I "Travelair," owned by Adriel U. ure
He said that New England had no |
Bird, president- of the W. S. Quinby
It is a matter of regret that The!
Christmas background, and that it
Company of Boston, makers of the Courier-Gazette will be unable to
was unknown even in the early colo- I
famous La Touraine coffees and teas. send its Saturday issue, which does
ONE YEAR AGO
nial davs, and that it is amazing how
Mr. Bird will accompany Captain not come from the press in season to
the festival is recaptivating the
leach "The Travelair" before its deFrom the files of Thc Courier-Ga imagination of the American people. .
tribution of the papers. He will also | parture from Boston.
zette we learn that—
The first Christmas observance was j
The Eastern Division Rifle Club de- «iven the lalter P“rt of lhe fourth
feated the Thomaston Ride Club 653 century or early part of the fifth,
to 632. R. McKinney led with 141 Originally the commemoration of the
points
, birth of our Lord was observed in j
O. C. Putnam, the well known milk (January,
dealer, escaped from hold-up men on
Mr. Kenyon gave some highly in- I
Buttermilk lane.
j teresting sidelight’s in connection with
Oscar H. Crie of Thomaston was some of the symbols associated with
promoted to commander of Unit 8, Christmas, such as mistletoe, holly.
Volunteer Communication, Section 1 ' ivy, the carol singers, etc. The yule
No word has yet come from Au- < George E. Gillchrest, who ran against
U.S.N.R.
pog. he said, was cut on Candlemas
gusta
regarding the sheriff appoint Mr. Harding last year, and is now
Widow's Island was authorized as day. and burned the following Christment
for Knox County, but Demo serving as chief of police in Thom
a bird refuge.
j maskindled with brands from
aston.
The Rockland & Rockport Lime , the ashes of the fire built the year cratic activities indicate the belief in
Dame Rumor early intimated that
Corp, had 100 men on the payroll.
before. The Christmas tree is of that party that Gov. Brann will in
the appointment might go to Mayor
Alfred C. Prescott was elected cap- | German origin.
The term “St. sist upon naming a man of that faith.
Richardson, Capt. R. F. Saville or extain of Canton La ayette, P M., Nicholas" relates particularly to HolYesterday came the announcement Sheriff J. Crosby Hobbs. Mr. Rich
l.OO.F.
land
of a new candidate—John E. Doherty ardson has definitely eliminated him
Mrs. Carrie House was e’ected Mr. Kenyon's description of the of Rockland, a Democrat. Mr. Do
self, and report saith that Santa will
president of Ruth Mayhew Tent, precession of the Boar’s Head and herty says he desires only to serve out I put something better in his stocking,
D.U.V.
; other matters incidental to the
the unexpired term of the late Sheriff I "Patchy" has his ear to the ground.
Winslow-Holbrook Post and Aux- Christmas season illuminated an adHarding. He served as a deputy six ’ and the Camden man appears to be
lllary entertained more than 200 at its dress of much value.
_ ,.
i years under the late Sheriff Toiman much more interested in the sale of
e ons
ge nan interest- |
knotts ajj the ropes and rigging bcr.ds than he does the entirely InChristmas party, a feature of which
was a joke tree.
j Ing ar>d informal discussion of LegisJohn Guistin and Irving McBride, adequate salary of sheriff.
_ _ _____________________________ lative matters.
j who sought the nomination last year
Meantime public sentiment con
SHOOTING MATCH
i are said to be in the field for the ap- tinues to opine that the Job logically
AT
pointment, and there is much talk of belongs to Earle Ludwick.

J. D. Pease’s Farm, Hope, Me
Christmas Afternoon

THREE CENTS A COPT

SANTA CLAUS ALOFT

THE LIONS CLUB

Hears the History of the
Christmas Season Traced

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, Decemter 21, 1933

TEL. 92

99-tf

WANTED

OLD GOLD
Will pay from $3 to $15 for any
kind of gold watches; also want
dental gold, chains, spectacle hows,
nuggets, rings in any rendition.
This book wanted at onre; “Sci
ence & Health," either 1875 or
1878. This date must be at the
bottom of the title page. Will call
at your house and pay cash. We
hold government gold buying
license.

COLLECTOR
P. O. BOX 399

ROCKLAND
152’lt

At this time of year, when the traordinary mixture of Latin, and
concert programs b.gin to flower English words — a combination
with the diverse bios oms of Christ- known as 'macaronic' writing. And
ma; music, i-iy or exalted, it is In- in their wanderings they undoubtedly
teresting to learn something about diffused the tunes of one locality
thc origins of this music among through others.
Enj'.':h-rp?aking people; how and
"Meanwhile the Mystery Plays
where the now copious literature be- were being performed at Christmas
gar.; e;pecially interesting, pertiaps. and other festival times in catheto go back to the remote times whicn dral and chutch. As the plays deraw the emergence of purely secular velopcd. they began to incorporate
music Inspired by the Christmas secular elements, for people wanted
festival; the music that cotter and something more Jolly than thc old
Innkeeper and farmer-folk were plainsong. So the impresarios of
singing in that far-off England when ‘the fifteenth century, alive to poppilgrims still journeyed to Canterbury ular demand then as now, it seems
and one Geoffrey Chaucer wrote of intiodured the carol.
them.
(jr i.ar
Cuthbert Kelly, the inspiriting and
' With the invention of printing
scholarly founder of the New Eng- some of thc carols werc printed with
lish Singers, who have brought so the plays. Thus the Mystery Plays
much fine old music to us that served, as a matrix for preserving
would otherwise sleep unsung ln the ^e carols. The earliest printed was
archives of libraries, is particularly the Coventry carol in the play perquallfled by his wide experience in (crmed Bt Coventry. The first carol
music of the late sixteenth and eariy collection, done by Wynkln de Worde.
seventeenth century. Christmas and the great Caxton's successor, came
otherwise, to be informative on the out ln 1521. only a single leaf of
subject. In one of his infrequent this collection remains, but it coninterviews last week he said that it tains the famous Boar s Head carol,
was in the carol that one found the With printing, the vogue of the carol,
truly characteristic Christmas mu- i already waxing, increased tremendsical spirit.
! ously.

L* MT

"I read a great deal about local terday, “but It will depend largely
charities, thrift club, soup kitchens. upon the policle. adopted at Wash
i‘c ," remarked a Rockland business ington."
Business is normal at the lime plant
man yesterday, “and r.ow I would
like to have something said about tne of the Lawrence Portland Cement
Company, and it is hope'! that there
other side of the picture."
Items of industrial cheer have ap will be an early resumption o'. tne
peared in The Courier-Gazette as cement business.
Thc Georges River Woolen Mills in
rapidly as the sltua ion has permit
ted. but It wfll perhaps have a salu Warren are working night and day.
tary effect on the eve of Christmas and in Camden the mills are active.
if there was a reassembling of the The garment factory in Thomaston
operated toy J. B. Pearson At Co. and
facts.
Thc chief item of congratulation the Northend factory operated by the
Ju t now is the re-establishment ot Modern Pant Co are also important
activities ln the granite centers ot factors in the industrial situation.
Public works projects are serving
St.. George and Vinalhavcn. It is
said that approximately 600 men are to relieve thc employment situation
at work at Long Cove, Wildcat. Clark in various parts of the county. RockIsland and Vlnaihaven, and as these land's allotment is 283 men, 140 ot
employes trade liberally in Rockland, whom are unskilled laborers rccelvlt will be seen that this unusual win- ing 50 cents an hour, and the bai
ter spurt affects quits a wide terrt- anoe skilled workers who receive $1.20
lory.
an hour. Yesterday between 30 and
December is always a poor month 40 women werc put to work at the
In the lime business, but is holding up National Guard armory under the
remarkably well, and the fact that | direction of Mrs R D. Saville. and
lhere ,g a dfnu,nd fcr building lime i it Is understood that eventually tels ln Itself a hopeful indication It is tween 50 and 60 women will be placed
the sluggishness of bulld.ng opera on the payroll. They arc making bed
tions ln New York and other large ding and knitting for the public wel
cities that has put a crimp in the fare department, and some will serve
as nurses in co-operation with the
lime business for several seasons.
"We are hopeful and optimistic." Red Cross public nursing department.
So you see there IS a Santa Claus,
remarked an official of the Rockland
and Rockport Lime Corporation yes- J even ln these times.
__________________________________ ——---------------

TO SING CHRISTMAS CAROLS

Members of Knox County Men’s Chorus To Be
Heard In Four Towns Saturday Night

Its development was paralleled
"The carol is probably the oldestj by that of the madrigal, which of
popular expression of Christmas course also embodies some of our
sentiment ln English." Mr. Kelly most beautiful Christmas music,
The closing of the Christmas cam- will sing at various locations on Ma n
continued. ‘‘ft has had a curious But where as the carol rose out of palgn
Saturday night will be marked [ street and then proceed to the Home
history. The word originally meant | folklore, the madrigals were always
_ ' for Aged Women, where their carols
to dance ln a ring, and the card' so-called art music composed toy by the appearance of carolers repre
will serve as a “good night" to the
has always borr.e the mark of its gifted masters such as Morley. Wilt- sent ing the Knox County Men's
aged occupants.
origin—gayety, joyousness, even hi- bie. Gibbon and Byrd and associat- Chorus, and about 20 in number.
The carolers go from Rockland lo
larity. The carol forsook the rather1 ed with the aristocracy and the
They will assemble at the Copper Rockport and Camden, singing in
vague, timeless plainsong of the court.
The legend that during
Kettle at 6 o'clock, and devote a very each town—thus devoting a total ot
church. In a sense, it was the be- Elizabethan times musical culture pleasant hour to the d.scussion of a about three hours toward making
ginning of modern music, which he ' was so widespread that people met
nice chicken supper.
others happy.
always been based on thc danc?.
j everywhere and sang at sight dif
S. Constantine is the leader of tne
At 8 o'clock they will sing outside
"Carols flourished especially from ficult motets and madrigals is of Knox Hospital for the benefit of Knox County Men's Chorus, which
the fifteenth to the seventeenth cer.- doubtless exaggerated But certain- the patients wlth|n, going from there contains some, except.onally fine
tury. though they undoubtedly were ly tn the great houses of the arts- to Thomaston where they will sing voices, as evidenced in the recent
sung earlier. The traveling minstrels tocracy fine amateurs of music werc ln the square at the head of Knox radio broadcasts. H. E. Kirkpatrick
who visited the baronial halls in numerous, and there at least this street. Returning to Rockland they will be the trumpeter.
medieval times probably sang some was a common occurrence.
version of the carol at Christmastide.
"Because it was gay, because it
"Both carol and madrigal werc
treated sacred subjects with a sim- the outcome of the same spirit—
p.e and .omctimes fro’icsome naithe spirit of the Renaissance. Both
onretlmes fro.lcsome
vete. the carol was rather frowned flourished until 1644. when the
upon by the solemn dignitaries of Puritans, by an act of Parliament
the church, and by others who abolished Christmas and other fesfeared gayety. It was kept under- tivals altogether.
TTrc Puritans
ground. so to speak. But It con- have much to answer for.
Another labor project—and Uncic a concrete base and to replace this
tin ued to thrive, as any expression
"Yet I can't help feeling that there 8am isn’t paying for this one—will present roof with an entirely new
must which has behind it the power must have been some cheerful folk |
be started next week with what one. New fire escapes will be built,
of a wide popular sentiment di among them. Probably,” concluded j
amounts almost to the remodeling all doors will be put in first, class
rected toward some important as Mr. Kelly, with a twinkle, “all the
of Park Theatre.
1 condition, a new sign frame will be
pect of life.
cheerful ones came over in thc May
This institution has been closed erected, and the building will be
MF MF
flower to this country, where they for some months and. in response to painted outside as well as redeco“The texts of these early carols proceeded to Institute an entirely
many inquiries as to when it would rated inside.
are interesting and often amusing, new festival of their own.
reopen Managrr Dondls has stead-1 Thc building ls owned by thc
They were frequently written by
"At any rate, the carol survived fastly replied that it would not Ire' Maine Theatres, Inc., a subsidiary of
that curious group of nomads, thc the Puritan. In 1820 Washington
until surh time as necessary altera-! the Paramount, and is leased by the
"Oypsy Scholars'—men educated fdr Irving, spendlflg Christmas in York' tions and repairs had been made. Rockland Amusement. Company.
.
_ ..
the church, but too much ln love ! shire. writes of his riel.ght in hearing I
While the work is In progress at
_, , .
,
.
. Tuesday Manager Dondls consulted
with life, too intoxicated with the j the Christmas waits, groups of |
I with the Paramount officials in Bos Park Theatre, Involving an ex
first breath of the Renaissance singers who at Yuletide go from
ton. taking with him Ervin L. Cur- penditure of between $5000 and $6000,
blowing northward from Italy, to house to house singing the same
| tis, a local contractor, who will have some work is also to be done on
remain within its fold. Vagabonds melodies that their ancestors sang in
Strand Theatre.
who lived by their wits, they were the days of Elizabeth. For the nine charge of the work there outlined.
Both houses will be reseated at
As
a
beginning
it.
is
planned
to
reequally at home in the ale-house teenth century saw a revival of In
place the present foundation with , an early date.
the hall, the market-place and the terest in carols and madrigals which
cloister. They seized upon the popu- has continued to thc present day."
lar tunes and fitted to them an ex-. —New York Times

T0 REMODEL PARK THEATRE

Ervin Curtis Has Contract For Important Work
To Begin Next Week

MAROONED IN OUTER BAY

OUR GRANGE CORNER

A CHANGED NAME

Marooned among the outer islands
in
a disabled boat is not a happy
Pleasant Valley Grange elected Establishment of the Russell
experience on late December night,
these officers Dec. 12: Master, Ray
Funeral Home, Successor and if any evidence is needed on that
mond Anderson; overseer, Myron
subject it can be furnished by James
Young; steward. Ellis A. Sprague;
To Bowes & Crozier
------Drlnkwatcr of Seal Harbqr who
chaplain. Lee Morse; lecturer, Etta
A new name Is added to the list of, fQund
on the southern end
Anderson; secretary. Susan Spear;
trearurcr, Frank Post; gate keeper, Rcckland business establishments j oj oreen Island Tuesday night with
E M Toiman; Ceres, Mildred this week, although the business itself his boat out of commission on acsPr«8ue; Flora. Belle Bowlcy; Po- ls one which has been in existence count of a broken shaft.
Hazel Barilett; assistant
Relatives knew that he had gon*
i:nc,ia
for a number of years, with head
| .steward, Robert Gardner; lady assist
to pull lobster traps, and so much
ant steward. Florence Young. Last quarters in what was formerly the Dr.
Tuesday night the first and second riribbin house on Claremont street. about to take his departure for Rock
degrees were conferred on one candiThe new name Ls "The Russell
land.
date and tonight there will be a pub- Funeral Home,'' and appears as a
Mr. Russell graduated from Canton
lie card party at the lodge rooms successor to Bowes <V Crozier, un- • Oxford County! High School at the
. Tuesday night the third and fourth dertakers.
time Deputy Sheriff Robert A Web
degrees will be conferred and also aThe sale of this
business to Al- ster was principal there.
Christmas tree held. Light refresh- phonso F.Russell of Orono was ail
ments will be served.
ncunced • ln these columns several
AN APPRECIATION
------------------ weeks ago.
Six pieces of coai money, sold by
Mr Russell, who Is a native ol I The Rockland Community Chest
1 auction ln London for two guineas Livermore, and a graduate of thc . Association wishes to express its apj laibout $10 at pari, were found in New England Institute of Embalm- preciatlon and thanks to The CouDorsetshlre, England, over a century ing has had 16 years of experience as rier-Gazette for the use of its
ago and are said to have been used by an undertaker, being located thc past columns, to the ladles who had charge
the Phoenicians.
11 years in Orono, where the require- of thc tables; to the men who served
ments were exacting and where he on the drive committee, and to all
soon acquired strong support, as evi- who participated in making the Com■ denced by the words of regret which ; munity Chest Drive successful,
appeared in the up-river newspapers 1 Rockland Community Chest Ass'n.
when it was learned that he was I
Lenore W Benner, Sec'y.

REA© THE AOS

concern was felt when he did not
return that night that the Whitehead Coast Guard Station was
notified.
The usual prompt response was
made by that institution, but while
a Coast Ouard boat was making a
vain search in the outer bay Maynard Post of Spruce Head was fow
Ing in the disabled boat, the owner
of which was apparently little worse
1 for his night out.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
mt
If I had to live mv life again I would
have made a rule to rend sonie noetry
and llaten to some music at least once a
week. The loss of these tastes ls a loss
of happiness. -Charles Darwin.

»X

CHRISTMAS
A boy was born at Bethlehem
That knew the haunts of Galilee,
He wandered on Mount Lebanon.
And learned to love each forest tree.

But I was born at Marlborough
And love the homely faces there,
And for all other men besides
Tls little love I have to spare.

I should not mind to die for them.
My own dear downs, my comrades

true.

But that great heart of Bethlehem.
He died for men He never knew.
And yet. I think, at Oolgotha.
As Jesus’ eyes were closed ln death.

They saw with love most passionate
The village street of Nazareth.

—E Hilton Young/
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BLOWS SIX TIMES

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

"ON MY SET"

And suddenly there was with the
angel a multitude of the heavenly
host, praising Clod, and saying. Glory
to God in the highest, and on earth
peace, good will toward men.—Luke
2:13-14.

s

Late Night Train

outlined in purple with
white lights for contrast.

brilliant

IF IF

Paper registration plates will dis
appear from Maine automobiles
within a few months and the State
will begin to receive additional reve
nue under a law passed at this ses
sion of the Legislature.
A law was passed in the 1931 ses
sion permitting the use of paper reg
istration plates by dealers and used
car dealers on cars being tried out
by prospective purchasers. The
plates were good for seven days.
According to the Secretary of
State, wide spread abuse of temporary
plates has developed in the past two
years and he estimates that, the
State has lost between $14)0.000 and
$200,000 in revenue. This loss comes
about, he estimates, through a de
cline in registrations and in excise
tax receipts. Many people use the
plates, the Secretary of State
learned,, for weekend trips or vacation trips with no intention of purchasing an automobile
The paper plate privilege also extended to dealers an opportunity to

A notable piece of last year's deco
ration the great tree atop the Cen
A thoroughly workmanlike job ol tral Maine Power Co. building, is
lighting has been done on the largeI mi&sed this season.
house of Raymond E. Thurston. Sum
IF IF
mer street. It is one of the show
If the sky is clear on Christmas
places of the city these nights.
Eve and Christmas Night there wi'l
IF IF
be a nice moon in the sky to add to
Of course you are following the the general illumination.
advice given by Express Agent
IF LF
Brasier relative to the careful pack
The decorations on Main street are
ing and marking of the Christmas
very inspiring and cheerful, but
packages you are sending away.
study the happy and expectant look
LF LF
on juvenile faces and you will get
If you get a bit impatient await
your greatest thrill.
ing your turn at the postofflce win
LF IF
dows the next few days, kindly re
The annual Christmas tree parties
member I lat the men inside are
working under high pressure, with J for the Congregational Church school
no rests.
I took place on Tuesday, that for the
primary department in charge of
IF IF
Ribbon candy and candy canes. Misses Nathalie Jones, Margaret
once as much a part of Christmas as j Dumon and
from 2
hanging the stocking and putting up
the greens, seem to have passed al- * 4:
the jumor
to
most wholly from public favor. A local ‘ char*e of Samuel
4 t0 * and
candy maker said yesterday that the tha: for Lb'e children of Junior and
making of ribbon candy threatened senior high school age in the eve
ning, Principal and Mrs. Joseph
t0 become a lost art.
Blaisdell directing. Games were
!
in the* afternoon
and Santa
;
Simonton department store is, played
_
<.
redolent Qf
to the ^m. Claus was on hand to distribute gifts

give out registrations to persons
legally unqualified to be registered
by the Secretary of State Department. Abuses of this kind developed
to such an extent that the law wa?
repealed at this session.

paniment of fragrant spruce and fir
I jn jarge quantities. Added color is
jjy seasonal coloring of red berpoinsettias etc. The arched and
banked greenery is decidedly attrac
tive.

Seven-Day Substitutes On Motor
Cars Will No Longer Be Permis
sible

That Seems To Be the Stand

ard of Locomotive Whistles

alfrn br gr glab. gnnb prtiplr
kkkkkkMkkkapiM.kkkkkkMtkk:
At thia time of tbe yrar
A charming bit of home decoration
Remember how tired those poor
A til) light gr up tjnur (fattblro is to be seen at the A. P. Haines resi clerks will be Saturday night, and
#ur tbu; otar it aliiitrlli rlrar dence, Broadway, where the porch is do your shopping today
GOODBYE PAPER PLATES

Every-Other-Day

IF IF

WELL, HE EARNED IT

IF IF

beautifully decorated Christmas tree
The evening was delightfully social,
and again gifts appeared mysteri
ously around the tree. The churcn
school is presenting during the usual
Sunday school hour on Sunday the
pageant
"The Nativity."
Mrs
Charles G. Hewett. Mrs. Joseph
Blaisdell and Miss Frances Chatto
are in charge.

Strawberries may not be quite so
Carl Hubbell Who Won World Series indispensable for the Christmas dinner as turkeys and cranberry sass
Is Named "Man of the Year"
are. but they're in the market, and
The selection of Carl Owen Hubbell mighty tempting at prices which are
LF IF
as the "man of the year" in all sports not prohibitive. It is also nice to The Junior Auxiliary of the Ameri
marks the second time the honcr
that green peas, green beans can Legion held a Jolly Christmas
has gone to a major league baseball and other green vegetables are
party Tuesday afternoon at Legion
star in the three-year history of this available.
hall for members ana trlends. Games
annual Associated Press poll. Pepper
IF IF
occupied attention for a while, and
Martin ran away with the contest in
It is with genuine regret that amid the singing of Christmas carols
1931
The Southpaw ace of the New many passersby note the absence of Santa Claus himself appeared. In
York Giants, who compiled the best the colored street decorations south kindly and genial way he distributed
record for pitching effectiveness in of Hotel Rockland and west, on Sifts from the prettily trimmed
17 years, was voted the outstanding Park street. The years these two Christmas tree. His resemblance to
man, amateur or professional, by a busy thoroughfares were illuminated Ernest C. Davis was noted by sevnation-wide Jury of sports editors and the Main street ujhts carried era*' 1116 servlng of candy, peanuts
and writers. He received 56 votes north to Rankin block the city pre and popcorn balls rounded out the
out of a total of 207 in the final tabu sented a most impressive appear good time. Mrs. Susie Lamb, coun
selor. and Mrs. Bernice Jackson, as
lation, more than double the num ance.
sistant. were in charge. Members
ber for his nearest rival.
IF IF
of the Junior Auxiliary are invited
Rockland Lodge of Elks has its
George E. Smith, former Rockland
to attend a party at the home of
boy. sends us the holiday number annual Christmas tree for children Mrj Margaret Kelley ln Camden
of Bird’s Neponset Review, planned Sunday night, at 7 o'clock, and from Tuesday afternoon. All who plan to
and edited by the employes of Bird , r Santa will draw toys, candy, pop-! attend are asked to be at Legion hall
& Son. Inc., East Walpole, Mass. A
fruit, etc., to make many at 1.30.
perusal of its interesting columns yOungSj€rs happy. The usual basinspires the belief that it is a large.
distribution among worthy famiLOST TO MORSE
happy and prosperous family, with ,ieg win also
made. G w Bach.
nice little bonuses for those who have elder
chairman of the Christmas Orange and Black W arriors
been long with the concern. Mr committee.
Outclassed in Second Half
Smith has had steady promotion,
IF
IF
At Bath
and now holds a responsible and
Shoppers at the Fuller-Cobb-Davis
lucrative position.
store were impressed with two I Rockland High led Morse High by

By means of a fund made possible
by donations from employes of the
telephone company, of the Camden,
Belfast and Rockland area, 19 chil
dren, 12 of whom are in Rockland,
have been outfitted to meet in com
fort the wintry blasts. Each outfit
consists of: Two sets of underwear,
two pairs of stockings, 1 pair shoes,
one pair of mittens, one cap and a
winter coat. A most commendable
service, we say.

things in particular yesterday—the j a sinSle P°int at the end of lhe 5ret

eager faces of the extra sales force, half in Bath last, night, but the Ken, ,
nebec lads stole the show in the last
members of the commercial classes
half and won the game 30 to 12.
at the high school, and the new j^-kiand had many tries for the
lighting system on the main floor. cagC hut the players were suffering
The students were there to gain; from defective eyesight. The sumactual sales experience and there mary:
turned out to be several extra at
Morse (30)
tractive salesmaking personalities in
TP
O
the group. The new lights, 11 to
8
j Parks. If ........................ 4
number replacing the large indirect
0
, Burgon, If .................... 0
lighting units, are attractive in de
8
Frank J. Ham, former warden of sign and add much to the ease with Skaling, rf .................... 3
0
|
Stevens,
rf
....................
0
the State Prison, retired yesterday which goods may be displayed. It
5
|
Carr,
c
.........................
2
from the office of Commissioner of j
a thoroughly modern installation,
3
Internal Revenue. He told news- handiwOrk of Francis E. Havener, ! Boyce, c ........................ 1
0
Stinson,
lg
....................
0
paper men that he had no plans for (
5
! Dearborn, lg ................. 2
the immediate future. Under his,
1
direction the affairs of the office have
. /T.
Oliver, rg........................ 0
0
been efficiently and conscientiously N°f' the least of 1116 blessings
Sarkis, rg ...................... 0
administered.
this Christmas is the low prices pre•
—
30
----------------- ■
vailing on food stuffs. Turkeys are
12
Lloyd N. Benner has moved to .
high
gelling at 24 cents per i
Rockland (121
Waldoboro where he is stationed as
G
TP
,. •
, ...
To, pound and of fine quality. Chicken
district manager for Waldoboro, JefThomas rz
0
0
ferson. and other adjacent towns for is 22 cents and ducks, geese and fowl | Rubin£tein8
0
0
the Central Maine Power Company. 1 may be had at 20 cents per pound [
1
, Karl, lg.
It is a matter of regret that this That prime favorite little pig roast. Peterc
0
lg
family leaves Rockland, yet a matter of pork is ot,tainable at 13 cents. Yeag.
0
of satisfaction that the new home is celery, fresh and crisp sells two Lord rf
7
comparatively near.
bunches for 23 cents. Sweet pota-. Newman, rf
0
toes are in excellent quality as art* Carroll, If
3
The Coast Guard cutter Kickapoo
grapefruits, tangerines, and other Dondis. lf
1
returned to her local berth Tuesday, fruits. Nuts of all kinds are very I
after a fortnight’s cruise in the
low in price and of fine quality.
4 4 12
course of which she cut much ice,
Fresh eggs retail at 31 cents. Christ
Referee,
Mahan
the
literally and figuratively, in
mas would not be Christmas
Penobscot and St. Croix rivers.
Unemployed men of Airdrie, Scotwithout
Maine Maid
Mince
On
land,
offered to work three hours a
meat
and
Maine
grown
apples.
Son— What is the meaning of the
the whole that pleasant combina- day without, payment provided their
word “matrimony?"
Father—It's not a word; it's a sen tion exist.? of high quality and rea- j labor is used for beautifying the
sonable price.
(town.
tence.

Howell Cullinan of the Boston
Globe studio ha? remembered me
with a Christmas card which
bears an engraving of "Good old
Bo. ton" on one ride, and the
tribute to that city which he gave
in his morning broadcast Sept.
43. "I will not be able to greet
all my friends e round Rockland,"
writes "Cully," "but I want you to
tell them that I have a warm spot
in my heart for that city, and still
hope to be there before another
year is out." A sentiment which
is echoed by the many scores of
radio fans who listen unfailingly
to his morning and r.oon broad

casts.
-•- -•Between his newspaper work,
his daily broadcasts, and his
speaking schedule it is easy to see
what a busy man Howell Cullinan
is. Between Jan. 2 and April 30
Mr. Culliran is eeheduled to de
liver about 25 addressrs in and
around Boston, his subject being.
“Broadcasting the News.” Press
comment upon the talks he has
already made indicate the *atiafaction and delight of his listen
ers.

••••♦• •••
I have been presented with a
membership card in the "Little
America Aviation and Explora
tion Club of Little America, An
tarctica," with thc promise that a
little later I will receive a com
plete map of the South Polar
region, with which it will be pos
sible to follow the various flights
and other trip: of the ice party
in this great adventure.

***
And now comes the Christmas
music. WTIC presented a fine
program last night, featuring
selections by the Travelers Cho
ral Club.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Thanks a thousand times for the
series of articles describing so vividly,
to stay-at-homes like me and to
j travelers alike, the Roving Report
er's ravings. Pleaie "carry on" near
er and farther away; I also greatly
enjoyed the "noticifigs" feature of
yout wdupensable paper and I espe
cially regret that W O. Fuller went
South before solving a certain inter- ,
c.'ting problem propounded through,
that column as to how many times'
the latest night train Into the city '
bicws its whistle. How many it is. (
and why, and when and just where U
it each time, please? At that hour
I’m usually abed trying to wco "Na- (
ture's Sweet Restorer," balmy sleep
more or less in vain.
My counts seldom tally twice in suc
cession and I'm left wondering where
that locomotive is. just what exigency
led to certain extras and whether cer
tain prolonged wavering blasts are to
be counted as one or as two whistles.
Thank you for enlighteningignorance
I The innocent query as to iocomo- '
tive blasts excited much more com- '
ment than the writer had expected. 1
It has been his experience that the
number of whistles which can be j
heard before the train draws into the I
station is six—counting two longs and 1
two shorts as a single whistle. Pre- ,
sumably these are crossing signals
but sometime there are fewer that*
six blasts and on one occasion there 1
were seven.—Ed.]

DEPARTMENT STORE
410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND

s

Just Three More Days — and Then

MERRY CHRISTMAS
Just a few suggestions for late shopping

LUGGAGE

LINENS

In Plain or Fitted Cases

LUNCH CLOTHS
Separate and in Sets
LACE TABLE COVERS
LINEN SCARES AND TOWELS

BATH ROBES
•ESMOND ROBES

$2.98, $3.50 up

CHILDREN’S DRESSES^

ALL WOOL FLANNEL ROBES

Just Arrived! Another Lot
Last Minute Style

$4.98 and up
“ HUMMING BIRD AND
DEXDALE
SILK HOSIERY
DOLLS AND TOYS

$1.00, $1.25, $1.59
~ HANDKERCHIEFS
Separate and in Boxes

all prices

’

What is left cf our Toy and Doll stock we arr giving
Special Prices To Close

BED SPREADS & BLANKETS

F. J. SIMONTON CO.

zrajgrazjzjzjBJBrajBJHJzrazjzjai

IT IS BIRD AGAIN

THEY ARE APPRECIATIVE

Boys' and Girls' Club Says Its Thank
You For The Blessings Of the Past

Rccktind Man Re-elected President
of Maine f anners' Association Yes
terday

Year

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The Boys' and Girls' Club of Till.con avenue wishes to express Its ap
preciation of your paper for the splen
did co-operation which you have
given during the past year, also to
i the community for the fine spirit
which has made possible so many
nice dinners, picnics and parties.
We are happy in our library and
with io thank all those who have
helped establish It. We are grateful
to Morris Perry for coal to keep us
warm. We are having a month's va
cation. and when the days are cold
and stormy we have a nice place to
reafl and play games.
We are grateful to those friends
who have given us co many nice
bocks that have been a great help to
us in our home lessons.
The Boys’ and Girls' Service Club.
Tillson Ave, City, Eleanor W. RichI ardion. Sec.

WITH THE BOWLERS

STRAND THEATRE

The battle between Sim's Shop
and the Barbers, won by the former,
A poignant story of mother love
there was a clcse race for high total, behind convent walls, as unusual
Thomas winning by one point, over as It is touching, comes Friday.
Rose. Simmons had high single, also
Dorothea Wieck, star of "Maeddefeating Rose by one point. The chen in Uniform,” is presented in
summary:
her first American starring picture.
Sim's Shop—Fisher 277. Simmons In "Cradle Song," Dorothea Wieck
285. Berliawsky 271. Willis 267. epitomizes the mother-love of all
Thomas 302. total 1402.
womankind—Its Joy at fulfillment, its
Barbers—Rose 301,Sprowl 264. Hard heartbreak and anguish when the
ing 280, Howard 254, Shute 264. total loved one is lost forever. As a sister
1363.
in a convent. Joanna longs for the
• • • •
metherhood that is every woman's
Captain Melvin of Perry's Market
heritage but which is denied her by
rose to great hopes in Wednesday
her vows. Her joy knows no bounds
night's match with the Telephone
when a baby is left at the convent,
Company, having high single (120)
and she is permitted to take care
and high total. Lieut- Abbott stood
of it. The years pass, she feels thc
gallantly by his commander and
their large strings helped offset child is her own and lavishes all
her love and affection on it. When
aldermanic deficiencies. The sum
the girl grows up and falls in love
mary:
with a worldly man, Joanna must
Perry's Market—Colson 227. Flana
gan 239. Schofield 224. Melvin 306; decide whether to hold her in the
convent or release her. The decision
Abbott 290. total 1286.
Telephone Company—Merrill 222, she makes is t.he climax of the story.
Smith 266. Seabury 281. French 256, Besides Dorothea Wieck, the cast
includes Evelyn Venable, a new
Smith 252. total 1277.
comer
to the films from Walter
The Lions staged a third inning
Hampden's
distinguished dramatic
rally last night tut lost to Kent's
Service by seven pins. Nutt had , company. Kent Taylor, Sir Guy
high stogie <107i and Gardner rated Standing and Louise Dresser.
“The Thundering Herd.” thc
high total. The summary:
Kent's—Smith 260, Kaler 244. Hard Paramount, picturization of Zane
ing 273, Gardner 293. McKinney 271, 1 Grey's famous novel, comes Satur
day. It was directed by Henry Hathtotal 1341.
Lions—Nutt 285. Black 252, Elliot j away and features Randolph Scott,
270. Newman 237, Jones 290, total Judith Allen. Buster Crabbe and
1334.
Ncah Beery.—adv.
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What Is Christmas without mince pie? Try None
Such —for Xmas pudding and fruit cake, too!
Recipes in package. Insist on the finest mince
meat —None Such in the bright red package.

Henry Bird of Rockland was re
elected president of the Maine Can
nels' Association at the annual meet
ing yesterday ln Portland. Other
officers re-elected were Clarence Caril
of Gorham, vice president; and F.
Webster Brone of Brunswick, secre
tary and treasurer.
Gordon C. Corbaley of New York, y
president of the American Fcod In
stitute and food adviser to the NRA
and the AAA. outlined the codes
and regulations pertaining to the food tf
canning industry. Clarence Stewart
if
cf Brooklyn spoke on the Copeland
Pure Food Bill and F.-O. Bailey of
the Maine Department of Agriculture, if
told of experiments made by the de
partment on seed com.
if
Forty-four members and guests if
were present.

y
if

IFIFOnlv

three more shopping days before Christmas and folks
certainly have the same old Christmas spirit. They are buying
practical gifts this year. Here's where we shine

}.«* FOR BOYS

yr FOR MEN yr

Drees Shirts, $1. »L2S. $1.10, $2 Laced Leg Pants ................ $2.50
Flannel Shirts
75c, $1X0, $1.50
Pajamas, broadcloth or flan
nel ........................... $1.00, $1.50
Sweaters $1.50, $2 50, $3.50, $5.00
Night Shirts
$1.00, $1.25
Rain Coats ..... .......... $3.50, $5.00
Zipper Coats __ ___ $4.00, $5.00
Overcoats ................... ....... $15.00
Dress PanLs
$2.50, $3.50, $5.00
Mackinaws
$5.00, $6.75

Remember!

y

School Pants$1.25, $1.50.
$2.00
Shirts, or Blou.es
75c, $1.00 £
Zipper Coats .............. $3.50, S5.0J
A
Sweaters ...........
$125, $1.50
Mittens or Gloves . 25c, 50e, 75c
Rain Coats
$2.50, $3.50
Ties ...»...... ....... . ............ 25c, 50e A
Stockings ............. ............ 25c, 50c A

Caps __ ............. ..... . .... 50c, 75c §
Belts ............... ........................... 50c

All goods purchased here may be exchanged or re
turned after Christmas
certainly wth each and every one of you ajjf
yrViry Mtrry Chris!mas|^

A

I

WILLIS AYER

ff

if
if
if

GLENDENNINGS §
MARKET

v
I
y

if

MERRY CHRISTMAS

y
y

TURKEYS

g
S
g
g
g

CHICKENS
FOWL
GEESE
DUCKS
SMALL LEAN

y

ROASTING

if

y
y

y
S?
y
y
y
w

y
y
y
S’

PHONE 993

IZ"

1 UKK

£

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
Sweet Potatoes,
5 lbs 25c Grape Fruit, large, 3 for 25c
doz 24c
Cranberries,
quart 10c Florida Oranges,
doz 29c
Onions,
10 lb bag 33c Sunkist Oranges,
3 lbs 29c
Citron,
lb 29c Grapes,
Celery, large bunches, 2 for 23c Apples, Delicious, 6 for 25c
GrapeFruit,
6 for 25c
Potatoes,
peck 29c Tangerines,
doz 19c
Squash,
lb 02c Bananas,
3 lbs 25c
Cluster Raisins,
pkg 19c Ribbon Candy, .2 lb box 35c
Poultry Seasoning,
pkg 09c Stuffed Dates,
pkg 35c
Big Buster Pop Corn, pkg 10c Cut Rock Candy,
lb 19c
Figs,
pkg ioc Filled Hard Candy,
box 29c
HEINZ PLUM AND FIG PUDDINGS.......................... 33c
CHASE & SANBORN COFFEE............................ lb. 29c !

1
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TALK OF THE TOWN
i
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Dec. 25—Christmas Day.
Dec 27—Fales Circle has a Christmas
party at home of Mrs. Bernice Jackson.
Dec. 27—Christmas party given by ’
Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary.
Deo. 28—Diligent Dames meet with Mrs
A C. Jones.
Jan. 1—New Year's Day.
Jan. 1—Organization of new City Gov
ernment.
Jan. 5 I7J5)—Gov. Brann addresses
Woman’s Educational Club at O. A. ft
ball.

J. B. Clough, rooming house pro
prietor, has moved to 23 Park street.

A FINE THING TO DO
Jerry Yaffades, manager of
Paramount Restaurant, is going
to do a little Santa Clausing on
his own hook. The restaurant
has invited 200 children to eat
a free Christmas dinner there
between the hours of 12 and 3,
but as only 30 diners can be ac
commodated at one time the
children are asked to register
early before Monday and will be
aligned a certain hour. It
is a Christmas spiiit, and will
lend holiday cheer on a large
scale.

Page Three

i

The Elks Christmas tree for chil
dren will be held at the home Sunday
night at 7 o'clock.

SANTA CLAUS AND
MICKEY MOUSE
Santa is here every day, 10.3J
A. M. and 4 P. M.
Miekey at 4 I*. M. Only

The Rockland automobile regls-

i tratlon office will be closed Saturday,

BIG DISPLAY OF SPECIAL CHRISTMAS CANDY

Sunday and Monday ln observance
! cf Christmas holidays.

WE

-

j Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary
j are invlteu to attend the Christmas
tree at Mrs. Jennie Allen Wilson's
home, Tillson avenue, given by her
■ for the children of the community.

ARE

DOING

OUR

PART

-

PUL

Gay times ahead at the Spanish
Villa rink. Saturday night is party
night; midnight Christmas Eve party
beginning after 12 o'clock Sunday
night, and Joke Christmas tree on
Christmas night. Last night's gath
ering (ladles' nigh'ti was one of the
biggest and best parties of the sea
son.

*0 '** &
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A "cyclone" fence, so called, lias
Si
teen erected at Sullivan's Flats and
'*
Perry's Northend coal yard for ob
vious reasons. This heavy steel fence
WEATHER
| will close thc city dump to public use
Senter Crane helps to keep alive the charming custom of Christmas Giving
Out of the skies last night came ’ wcekda>s at 5 o'clock and all day
a new method of turning an honest j SundaVpenny, for the snowstorm which be
By providing adequate quantities of high grade merchandise
, Charged with stealing gasoline
Ensign Ot's, conservator of
gan at a late hour did not cease uo- from J. C. Creighton's station in <
lhe Security Trust Company, re
U1 It had a foot of white flakes on
By keeping the prices down where you like them
Union William Mank and Donald ,
turned last night from Boston
the level, and several feet In froijt Cameron of that town were beforc j
whither he went to consult with
of the houses and stores occupied
Judge Dwinal yesterday and pleaded i
thc officials of the Federal Re
by men who do not like to shovel.
guilty. Xhe cases were continued 1 serve Bank regarding the R. F.
For Every Feminine Name
It was the worst snowstorm for sev
for sentence. The arrests were made
C. loan which was to make pos
On Your Gift List
eral winters, and the Weather Man
sible early dividend payments to
by 8tate Patrolman Shaw.
didn't help out a bit this morning
o
patrons who had savings and
PURE DYE
when he said there would be con
The Coast Guard cutter Kickapoo
checking accounts in that insti
tinued cloudiness all day, with dc- returned this momipg from an un- . tution. He found the officials
, »■>
casional snow It is the first day of successful search for the three- j
faced with an enormous amount
r:
w
winter, all right. And in spite of it master
British schobner UUla, I of mechanical work, which wilt
.
all the autos are whizzing merely which got into difficulties off Mt. j •o delay the dividends that pay-,
along, Freezing temperatures are Desert yesterday, while bound from
ments before Christmas are very
promised for tonight, Wind will re Weymouth, N. 8. for Boston. Sea
unlikely. "The dividends are
main ln the northerly quadrant, man Robert Hawkenson who suf- j
positive,” Conservator Otis told
many styles to choose from
diminishing. The barometer this fered a broken leg and cuts on head
a Courier-Gazette reporter this
morning registered 29.53, and was and face when the cargo of lumber
morning, and the patrons may
PANTIES. SLIPS
pioeeed exactly as if the money
rising. The Boston temperature was, shifted, was brought to this port and
AND DANCE SETS
were in hand.
27.
is being treated at Knox Hospital.
Colors
Sizes
The schooner's crew was brought
T. C. Stone was in Bangor Tuesday from Isle au Haut by Charles Bowen
Tearose
Panties, 17 to 23,
Pink
to attend a conference of telephone of Trinity street; and Is now at his
The annual Christmas party for
o Slips, 34 to 50.
Blue
officials.
•• •
the Universalist Church School takes
• Dancettes, 32 to 36.
White
home.
place this evening at the vestry at 7
Miss Virginia Drinkwater has en
HANDSOME GOWNS, 2.98 up
The card party at Odd Fellows hall
rolled at Rockland Commercial Col- Tuesday afternoon, sponsored by o’clock. Any interested friends may
Beautiful Satin
lege for a complete secretarial course. Mirlam Rfbekah Lodge an(J ,n charge attend and enjoy the delightful pro
Nothing equals the lustrous look of it! . . .
gram tho children have prepared
of
Madlene
Rogers,
had
seven
tables,
the soft, supple feel of it . . . the smooth
Levi Flint has been in Belfast for
under the direction of Mrs. R. C.
slim fit of It.
a few days inspecting records at tlje with honors going to Mrs. Ruth Hary. Went’vorlh, assisted by Mrs. George
The name Hathaway on a shirt immediately marks that shirt as
Mrs. Burpee, Mrs. Adelaide Butman.
Lovely Lace Trimmings
City Building of auto registrations
Mrs. Susie Davis, I. J. Shuman, Mrs H. Welch, who did the costuming.
Dark Alencon laces, used in numbers of
the finest obtainable at its price. If ever a quality gift creates pride
and driving licenses.
Elizabeth Murray, Miss Daphne Wins- The play "Mother Goose Visits Santa
effective ways ... so feminine ... so alto
gether lovely.
of possession—the Hathaway shirt will do it. Plain colors—neat
Huntlej-Hill Auxilary
sewing low Mrs Thomas McKinney. Mrs. J. claus Land will be given, with this
Many other exquisite silk undies that will
,
a—
Urc a n vorev ard cast: Mrs. Santa Claus, Vienos Kancircie will meet at Mrs. Myra Watts E. Window. Mrs. A D. Morey ar.
bring an enthusiastic thank-you Christ
figures and stripes—in regular collar attached—Tab collar and col
Miss Elizabeth Donahue. Mrs. Annie gas; Mother Goose. Eleanor Johnson,
mas mom.
9 Rocky HUI Avenue, Friday at 2
Aylward and Mrs. Ada Prescott were Old Mother Hubbard. Jane Welch;
o'clock.
lar to match styles.
in charge of circle supper. Many re- O!d Woman in the Shoe, Ruth Pike;
THE GIFT SUPREME
mained
to
enjoy
the
Christmas
tree.
Queen
of
Hearts,
Shirley
Stanley;
Claremont Commandery. K.T., will
Red Riding Hood, Jean Palmer: Little
We have established a “custom made” Department on Hatha
have its usual Christmas observance
at the asylum on Christmas Day at. So popular are the Legion smokers Boy Blue, Billy Jordan; Jack and
ways, where special sleeve lengths, short stout sizes, etc., will be
11.30 a. m. The exercises will be proving that the management is put- Jill, Kent Palmer and Katheryn
ting in extra seats for next Tuesday ' Libby; Little Jack Homer. Philip
Coty, Caron, Yardley, Houbigant, Bourjois, etc.
under the direction of Eminettt
taken care of. No extra charge.
night's show. The main wrestling Wentworth; Little Bo-Peep, Emmy
Commander I. Lawton Bray.
bout will introduce Don Meyers of Lou Peaslee. Donald Marriner, RichGardiner
and Tarzan Taylor of Ban- r.rd Marsh and James Wentworth, in
The Maine Central Railroad is
gor, who are both in the 180-class. j costume, will sing "We Three Kings,”
^SENTER CRANE COMPANY \
offering a most interesting New
There will be two main boxing bouts. ’ and of course there will be the ChristYears offer of a $5.50 fare. Rockland
to Boston goad going Dec. 29-30 and the first presenting Flash Miller of J mas tree and gifts and Santa Claus
"On the windows" are Albert Aver NORTH WASHINGTON Tibbetts who has returned home
Kringle cargoes. The carriers, for in
UNCLE SAM S LOYS
return up to 9 30 p. m. on Jan 3 Thomaston and Dale Ford of Bangor, has promised faithfully to be pres-|
from a Waterville hospital in a
ill. M. W. Hart, Leroy D Perry and
stance,
have
these
auxiliaries;
F.
B.
ent.
«««* oKerl1* WllUr
Donald Cunningham and mother somewhat improved condition.
Martin
Graves,
while
Albert
Rob

The trip is made on fast, war* und
Having a Hectic Time Caring Gregory. Richard Perry; Almon Bird.
Jj nclds of Rockland and Rookie Wright
Rex Prescott went to Bath Sunday
bins has charge tf the canceling Mrs. F. W. Cunningham called on a
trains.
For the Christmas Rush T. W. Hakala; Fred Derby. A. V.
____
1 I of Belfast, who did such a good chore "No Christmas gift brings greater
| to attend to business matters conmarhine. And with cancellations relative in Camden last. Sunday.
cheer.
•
•
n
.i
iSawyer;
A
E.
Stturllers.
Luke
S
Elbridge Lenfest visited relatives I nected with the Prescott Motor Co.
The meeting of Golden Rod Chap- last time that the fans insisted upon
Up At the Granite Building Davis; Carlyle W. Brown, Harrison numbering from 10.000 to 20,000 a
Than one that spreads throughout
ter tomorrow’ night will be a Christ- a repeat.
in
different parts of Massachusetts of that city.
the year.
P. MacAlman; Theodore E. Perry. day. during the rush period it is easy
mas observance, with Rev. H. R
Santa Claus was a bit later than
to
see
where
Albert's
dreams
are
|
last
week,
Snow fell here Friday night to the
Sherwin Forbus and "Trixy."
Ruth Ma>h£W Tent mct Monday If you are puzzled wnat to send,
Winchenbaugh giving an address
i usual in getting around to the RockW.
Lenfest
is
again
at
depth
of four inches, a slight crust
probably
disturbed
by
an
unceasing
,
Mrs.
M
Choose
some
good
magazine,
my
|
The Star in the East" and the smg- n*hl wlth
£UW*r ‘n « 01
j land postoffice, but those who fre The trucks carry three-men crews
East Palermo caring for Mrs. Charles forming on top.
friend."
tide of letters.
ing of Christmas hymns and carqM **» Sus.c Karl and Allie Blackingquent the corridors and g o into a —S. J. Candage and Louis Coltart
ton. Capt H. R. Huntley, Col. F. S. | Your order wil; be promptly filled if I
by all. Mrs. Carrie Wipchenbauj
huddle with a view to gaining the with David S. Beach and Edmond FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Philbrick and Allan Kelley, of Edwin sent to Fred E. Harden. Tel. 35-W.— I
will be chairman of the 6 o'clock
general delivery window know that Osborne and M. V. Rollins with Earl
adv.
.j
t
Litby Post, were honor guests, and
Attorney
supper.
the
bewhiskered gentleman is cer Alden. Carl Nelson is special de
were presented with Christmas boxes.
and
Counsellor
at Law
livery messenger. Main street deliv
tainly somewhere in the offing.
JUDGE GOULD'S WORKS
NOW LOCATED AT 414 MAIN ST.
The Boys and Girls Club is to hold Gift boxes were also sent to members
Postmaster Veazie knows it and eries are being made by Charles M.
OVER F. J. SIMONTON CO.
open house Sunday from 4:30 to 7 at i of the Post now out of town, among
Judge Gould's lccal historical works he has increased his staff to meet Higgins, Arthur Sullivan and L. B
NOTARY PUBLIC
the home of Mrs. Jennie Allen Wilson, them being Oliver N. Blackington.
are in demand for Christmas gifts. the extra demands made by Kris barter.
150-tr
Tillson avenue. A group ot friend? sole survivor of the 4th Maine VolunThey are "Col. Mason Wheaton. Revo
♦ and the Auxiliary cf Huntley-Hill teers, who now lives in Limerock.
lutionary Officer and Captain of In
Post, V.F.W., are sponsoring the cb- jOonn. I. Leslie Cross, commander of
dustry, paper cover, rare. 75 cents.
servance. to which all interested Anderson Camp, was a special guest,
"British and Tory Marauders on the
friends are invited. There will te a These officers were elected: PrcsiPenobscot" attractively bound in *
Christmas tree, and refreshments wll: dent, Mrs. Carrie House; senior vice
be served.
president, Mrs. Stella McRae; junior cloth, portrait of author, index, roster 9
_____
vice president. Mrs. Priscilla Smith; cf the Coast Guard Companies pub
A service of unique interest is to be chaplain, Mrs. Bessie Sullivan;*treas- lished for the first time, price $2. 00. Vs
"Storming the Heights, Maine's V
given at the Littlefield Memorial urcr, Mrs. Josephine Lothrop; patri••• AT •••
Church Sunday evening at 7.15. En- otic instructor. Mrs. Eliza Plummer Embattled Farmers at Castine in the Vs
titled "White Gifts for the King." it ccur.selcrs, Mrs Irene Winslow, Mrs. Revolution." cloth bound, illustrated,
will feature the placing of gifts for Susie Karl and Mrs. May Cross. Ap- ‘ndcx- roster of troops engaged, not
the needy, wrapped in white paper.,pointed officers: Secretary, Mrs. Lizzie heretofore published, price $2. Can
WE SUGGEST—
under the Christmas tree. The scry- French; guide, Mrs Carrie Brown; be obtained of Huston-Tuttle Book
ft? FOR TIIE FAMILY
ice in conjunction will be carried out guard, Mrs. Belle Bowley; press cor- Co or the author, Edward K Oould,
149-Th-152
i New Philco, Majestic, Grunow or Cro-Iey Radio
in an Impressive manner. The an- | respondent, Mrs. Plummer; musician, Rockland, Me.
A Majestic or Grunow Electric Refrigerator
nual Christmas tree celebration for Mrs Alta Dimick; color bearers. Mrs.
BORN
A Williams Oil-O-Matio Power Oil Burner
the Sunday school takes place tomor- Mary Brewster, Mrs. Allie BlackingBIRD—At Northampton. Mass.. Dec. 19.
row night.
ton, Mrs. Mina King and Mrs. Karl.
to Mr and Mrs. William C. Bird, a son.
FOR MOTHER ff?
James Hanson.
------------------ •• Installation will be on Jan. 15, with
A Maytag Electric Washer
SF
Magazines make wonderful gift*. I Mrs. Plummer as installing officer. A
MARRIED
A Universal Vacuum Cleaner
I have every magazine in publica sunshine box was prepared and sent BENNER - WINCHENBACH — At Waldo i
boro. Dec. 9 by Rev. Alfred Davis, |
tion except the "Geographic.” Shot ,
, ,
,
Lewis L. Benner of Kittery and Miss
ff FOR FATHER OR BROTHER
wood Frost, phone Rockland 717-R to a 'alued member who has been 111.
Irma K. Winchenbach of Friendship. SF
or Thomaston, 147—reverse charge. , Mrs. Emma Douglas was named JONES-CLARK
A Mike-A-Lite Cigar or Cigarette Lighter
—At Rockland. Dec. 17.
Reading or Desk Lamp
151*153 : chairman of the supper Jan. 1. The
by James L. Clark. Harold A. Jones of SF
Fairfield and Miss Llnnle Clark of
------------------ meeting was rounded out with a
SF
Rockland.
The first 20 ladies will te admitted
ing program
cd by
ft? FOR SISTER fjf
RAYON
MEN’S
FUR LINED
*F
free at tonight's dance at Odd Fellois Dimick and
McRaf_mandoIin
An Electric ( uri.ng Iron or Desk Lamp
DIED
SF
ha . Kirks m c.
I solos, Dorothy Dimick; military tap GILLCHRIST—At Thomaston. Dec. 20. f
Wide Choice
Ida E . widow of Caleb L Olllchrlst. I
University Club
Ideal Gifts
An Electric Flatiron or a Toa-ter or a Heating Pal
aged 84 years. 11 months, 20 days.
of Patterns
treasury department; da'ncc- Dorothy Tibbetts; piano solos.
Wide Variety
2.50
Funeral Friday at 2 o’clock from A. D. SF Pigskin,
A E'ood Mixer Would Be Great; a Waffle Iron
OFFICE OF THE comptroller of Martha and Norma Seavey; recitation,
Davis & Son's chapel.
would be used constantly; and these are only a
—At Thomaston, Dec. 20. SF Buckskin, 3.50
Washington, D. c., Dec. 19. 1933
Clara Hallowell, and the singing of SIDELINGER
portion of our stock of inexpensive Electric Gifts.
Nellie A., wife of Frank M. Sidelinger, i - a
NOTICE la hereby given to all persons i “gjent Night Holv Night' by all.
New Percolators arc in stock—Our Colored Deco
aged 46 years 1 month. 12 days. Fu- W
who may have claims against "The :
nu|y «ignt
FLANNEL
MEN'S

Silk Undies

$1.98

Toilet Goods — Perfume

&

&he

$$

&
M

MEN’S SHOP

PARK STREET

GIVE BOTH USEFUL AND
PRACTICAL GIFTS
WHICH WILL BE A
CONSTANT REMINDER
OF THE GIVER

ROCKLAND

WHERE YOU FIND THE
ANSWER TO YOUR PROBLEMS

fjP

HIGH GRADE MERCHANDISE AT LOW PRICES

GLOVES

HATS

3.95

Rockland National Bank of Rockland,
Maine." that the same must be pre
sented to Edward C. Payson, receiver,
with thc legal proof thereof, wl thin
three months from this date,
may be disallowed.
J. F. T. O'CONNOR. ,

neral Saturday at 2 o’clock.

I

—At Bangor. Dec 19. Oeorge j V
Fancy Green Mountain Potatoes, CROCKETT
O. B. Crockett, aged 74 years. 10
months.
27
days. Funeral Saturday at I
| 23c pk.; 89c bu.; $1.50 per 100 lbs.
2 o’clock from residence of Henry Jor- I M
dan, 38 Warren street.
Native eggs, fresh from nearby hen
neries daily, 25c doz.; 4 doz. 97c.; StoF
Comptroller of the Currency
IN MEMORIAM
j
___________________________________151-34 , ver's Pride Flour 98c bag; $7.75 bbl.;
In loving memory of our dear mother Jr

THE
ANNUAL MEETING
THE
White
Revflour B7C
87e bSg- «tf> 00 bh] •"
THOMASTON
NATIONALOF
BANK
Wnll< KC
'' HCUr
Notice Is hereby given that the an- fine granulated sugar $4.78 per 100
nual meeting of the stockholders of Idic |..
.
Thomaston National Bank will be held ;
• 25 lb. bags. $1.23, 10 lbs. 48^.
at their banking rooms on Tuesday. Fancy Chocolates packed in ChristJanuary 9. 1934, at 10 o clock, A. M. for
r
the purpose of fixing the number and mas boxes 2’2 lb. boxes 63c.; 5 lb.
electing a board of directors for the en,
suing year and of transacting any other t>cX€S 97c. Seeded raisins 6 pkgs,
business that may legally come before 3gc Pure lard, 7l,2C lb. 20 lbs. $1.49.
them.

Per order

Thomaston. Me.,

Stover’s Cash Grain Stores, distribu
te p DANA
Cashisr. Itors for Stover Feed Mfg. Co.. 86 Park
Dec. 5, 1933. _____ J gt Tei J200.
|
152-153
146-Th-2

and grandmother. Mrs. Mary E. Clark.
who passed away on Dec. 18. 1932.
|
Mr. and Mrs. Chester A. Vose. Bernard j
and Leroy Whitten.
Thomaston. Me

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our thanks fox*
the kindness extended to us ln our re- !
cent bereavement and loss of our brother.
James E. Mansfield; especially to the
Bicknell Manufacturing Co.. Owl B. & F. !
Club and Mr. and Mrs. Henry Blood;
also for the beautiful flowers, and those
furnishing cars.
i
John and Martin MansBeld and Sisters, i

5
Jy
k

x

Jf

SCARFS

SHIRTS

PAJAMAS

1.50 and up

59c up
TIES

1.85
Union Suits

29c, 39c, 50c

A Practical Gift

ARROW

SHIRTS Bathrobes
75c to 3.25 3.50 up
ZIPPER

COATS

Sweaters

32 oz. Ail Wool

I a-ge Assortment

3.95

1.50 up

SPECIAL NOTICE!

SHIRTS
Trump
In Any Color

Reg. 1.50 Ties; only

95c

1.85

ENGLISH
BROADCLOTH

Belts Garters
SUSPENDERS
Handkerchiefs
Cigarctfe Lighters
ASH TRAYS

SHIRTS
Special—
1.25

79c and up
Novelties
In Men’s
FOOTWEAR

"headwear
NECKWEAR

ALL MERCHANDISE SOLD AT THE MEN'S SHOP IS MADE IN
IN TIIE UNITED STATES—COME IN AND LOOK IT OVER

rative Lights, Christmas Tree Sets, Candles,
Wreathe, Stars, all serve to make your home
Cheery and at Small Cost.
All our Merchandise is of American Manufacture
and by Shopping Here you are helping your Coun
try to Prosperity.

HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.
AT THE BROOK
ROCKLAND, MAINE
“The Reliable Electric Service Store"

151-153

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier Gazette, Thursday, December 21, 1933

Page Four

Travel Thousands of Miles
For Touring Information

woman once asked at what tempera
ture she could keep the baby's milk

while crossing the Mojave Desert.
An army officer sought a route over
which to move more than a hundred
pieces ot heavy artillery, and spec!
tied that a current Army economy
wave made II necessary to avoid toll
bridges and ferries if possible A

youthful

run-away-to-be

a

sought

route to California, to which Utopia
be planned to travel by bicycle A
remorseful soul sought aid tor his
wife and confessed that she was
planning a motor tour to cure him

of the drink habit. Two tourists en
route to Chicago sought Information
on what public buildings In Wash
ingtoji were open on Sunday.
Each year Esso Service road men

go to no end of trouble to garner
useful informa’toL for motorists So
expert are they and so well known
is their work that when the Missis
sippi overfloweu Its
years
wired

banks a

few

ago a New Orleans bank
tour headquarters In New

York to find out the conditions of
roads only ISO miles from New Or
leans. The service functions sum
mer and winter.

f------------------------------------------------------------------

! ....FOR CHRISTMAS....
i

i Distinctive Stationery ' $ 1
I FOR MEN AND WOMEN
Personal. Student and Monarch Size Stationery of excellent white
ripple or plain bond paper, printed on top center of paper and on
flap of envelopes. Copy for name and address on envelopes and
paper must be exactly the same.
Printed tn black or blue ink Not over three lines. Note size 6x7,
ideal for women's use; 200 single (or 100 double sheets' and 100
envelopes to match $1 00. Student's size 5*ix8tt, ’50 sheets and 100
envelopes to match. $1 00
Monarch size, a man's size for personal or business use. 150 sheets
7'.xl0'j and 100 envelopes 3‘-x7'j plain white bond paper only, $1 50
Raised letter printing on paper only, each size 60c extra.
Write name and address plainly, print If possible. Remit with
order, please, either by check or money order. Postage 10c extra.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
ROCKLAND. MAINE

FLOKIDA

MIAMI’S
Convement to all poults o( interest—Modem in every w»y
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, wtuch
mrrouod the hotel
Many rooms with private bakoawa

HOTEL

GRALYNN
Comer Second Street

on

and First Avenac

Application

MODERATE KATES

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE |

i

be prepared to fill some useful staI tion. wherever the providence of
God may call you.
When you go to the house of God,
whether it be church, chapel, or
meeting hou e. consider thesolemnitv
of the service, and the propriety of
good behaviour in the place; God
calls the house hts own. It is pleasant to see children conduct themi selves with silence and attention
t.hrough all the time of public worship. Often think of the blessed ex
ample of Jesus Christ. What a love' ly child he was at your age.
Forget not that Christ speaks to
you. both when you read your Bible
ar.d when you hear His minister.
Jesus said ' Suffer little children to
come unto me. and forbid them not.
for of such is the kingdom of God."
Sweet are the words and full of
encouragement.

caU£-The pupl’.- no: m ss ng school for
15 weeks were Earl Upham. Richard
and
Everett
Crabtree.
Donato
Purhaw. Girnys Lermond. Eugene
Dur.har ar.d Louiv King. Those missln& one day or less were Edwin
moad. Arnold Chi'.:s Henry Tolmai..
Laura Bowicy and Stanley Tolman
Up to the last week and a half a large
number of children had perfect attendar.ee. but a sever? epidemic ot
cold-: lowered the num'eer. Pupils reg
istered number 33. Average attend
ance 31 6 for 15 wee -s.

used, outgrew, or destroyed the ma
terial they held.
There are also books of titles and
suggestions, lists of Christian namewhich struck her as vigorous and
stimulating, and voluminous collecMens of children's sayings and quo
tations from favorite writers.
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7
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15
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8
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25
30

29

27
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32
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34

33
57
‘fi

40

39

3tt

42

56

•ffc
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hI
4s

44

1

51
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19

9

M

54
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HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
1-A rakish young man 44-Combinlng form.
|l2-Not any

6-To one side
11-A fruit
13-A bird related to the
pelicant
14- Every
15- A long-legged bird
18-Cover19- Mutical note
20- Unit
21- Runie (abbr.)
22-Terminate
24-Crawl
26- A grain
27- Unutual
29-Venture

Air
45-A negative
46-Salnte (abbr.)
48-Affirm
SB-Self
51-Brief
53-Choicer
55- Build
56-Cog-wheela

16- Lacerated

17- Long grata atem

23-To empty
24- A tribe of Indiana
(pl)
25- Heathen
26-Teara
2S-Sklll
30-Move rapidly
34- Fleahy part of an
animal
VERTICAL
35- Sauey
38Mixture
of flour and
1-Cenaure
water
2- A Ruaaian leader
37-Bury
3-Girl'a name
39- Meat of a calf
'
4- Perform
31- Remove the akin
5- A naval officer
41-To provoke
32- A firearm (pi.)
42- Faatena a vetiel
(abbr.)
33-To make a note of
47-Before
6- Beaeech
V
35- Gaap
4S-Seriea
7- Very
36- Faaten
49-A unit of work
8- Sick
38-A number
9-Place where milk it 5O-Epoch
40-Boy’a name (abort)
52-Scotch (abbr.)
kept
54-Of age (Lat., abbr.)
43-An Indefinite article 10-To clothe

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Boman and
daughter Ruth of Lisbon Falls have
an*ived and will spend the holidays
with relatives in town.
Mrs Margaret Birnie is in Worcester Mass, {or the winter months.
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
Mrs. Elva Teele entertained the
Rainbow Club Tuesday evening at
her home.
Henry Turner of Bangor spent the
Harper & Brothers are rushing
Vinalhaven High School closed Fri
weekend
at home.
through another large printing of day for two weeks with a unique
Mr and Mrs. Raymond Carleton
"The American Procession." the de Christmas program. The schoolroom
mand for which has been so great was supposed to be WVHS broadcast and family and Mr. and Mrs. Will
since Its publication Oc*. 18 that it ing station, with James Wallington Carter and son of Union were visit7u
S..UJI
. ______
r~. .u,
has been impossible to keep It in (Allan
Middletoni
speaking
for ors
the at Mrs Henry Turners Sunday
stock. The collection of photographs National Broadcasting Company: afternoon.
Mrs. Earl Millay entertained a
cf American life since 1860 was com- "We are presenting this afternoon,
Mr?. James McOuire. who has been piled by Agnes Rogers, with cap- through the courtesy of Smith Burns party of young girls tn honor of her
visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs Nel- ttor.s by Frederick Lewis Allen. Hopkins Educational Company, an daughters birthday Saturday afterson Coombs, has returned to her Agnes Rogers, who is Mrs. Frederick ixtraerdinary program of famous ra- no°nMr. and Mrs. Wilson Merriam ano
home in New Rochelle. N. Y
UewU Allen, looked through thou- dto talent.” Bing Crosby (Colon
Miss Grace Fau klngham is
?ands of pictures to prepare this tn- Win low) sang "Did You Ever See a Mr. and Mrs. George Gardiner ot
■
the vacation at her home in Bangor I formal photographic chronicle of I Dieam Walking?" Lady of the Union were Sunday callers at R&lpn
Merton Cleveland is home from tlir 'American life.
Ivories (Elizabeth Grayi was accom- Light's.
Miss Ruth Clarke of Rockland was
The sale, supper ar.d entertain- University of Maine to pass the holl. . • •
pants! for the entire program, which
From
O.
O
McIntyre's
column:
was
interspersed
with
news
flash
a
caller
on Mrs Florence Calderwood
ment given for the benefit of the La- days with his mother Mrs. Leslie
"After a visit to Saratoga Springs I personal hits on pupils. Baby Rose and Mrs. Gladys Linscott Friday attd.es' Guild was a success, about $4d Sttnscn.
Edgar B. Lord. Lebanon, has com
being realized. The program consistMiss Justine Harding of the High mentior.ed no one seemed to know a Marie (Louise Mortom sang “Pud- erroon.
pleted hts fifteenth consecutive year
ding Head Jones;" Skippy. the Boy
Mrs cora Grinnell entertained
.
.................
ed of a one-act play, several short School faculty ls spending the vaca- book called "Samantha at Saratoga, ...
j
s,!e
_
i as a member of the executive commitSaratoga may be unmindful, but not Wonder (Maland Barton> and his reiatjVes from Stickney Corner Sunsketches. reei'.aiions. songs, and tlcn with her parents tn Prospect,
tee of the York County Farm Bureau.
music. Those who took part were F
Helen Billings and Irene Whitman the rest of the country. So far 29 narmentea; Kate Smith (Cleo Drew>
He has served as vice president two
worn
volumes
have
been
received,
it
and
Mitzi
Green
(Mary
Osgood)
sang
. L. Ludwig. Erviile Bartlett. Lilia won the prizes at the Junior speakMrs. Florence Calderwood will en years; president, three years; and
least 200 offered leans of their copies "Just a Year Ago Tonight;” Betty tertain the December meeting of the
Pierpont. Mildred Turner. Rita Han- ing contest Friday evening,
dairy project leader, 10 years. Ralph
son. Frances Ctcoker. Maud Overlock.
Mr* Muriel Parkhurst, who has and more than 500 wrote remember- Crocker (Gwendoline Greene) cook- Farm Bureau Dec. 27. This is the an W. Chandler. Machias, has served two
Marior. Mitchell, and Inez Cunning- oc?n visiting her parents Mr ar.d ir-Z il- The book, considered humor- mi? School; Little Jack Little (Eu- nual planning meeting and a full at
years as a -4-H Club project leader
ham in the pla>; Others. Mrs. Helen Mi E. J. Eaten, has returned to her °’is. flourished in the late 80s. Tne «ene Burgessi Master of the Ivories. tendance is desired. A program in
and 13 years as the secretary-treas
Bowes. Alma Grinnell, M.ldred Bart-' home In Unity.
:
Marietta Holley, who 1 P^yed "Moonlight Down in Lovers' charge of Mrs. Leila Turner and Mrs.
urer of the Washington County Farm
lett. Stephen Johnsto.1. Edward LudAmy Cousins, a student in high UECd the Pseudonym. 'Josiah Allen's Lane;" Rubinoff (Hollis Arey) and Gladys Turner, with a Christmas
wig. Junior Davis, Herbert Cunning- school here, is passing the vacation [ Wifc’ ”
1 nls violin;
Next J*™ tree, will be given tn the forenoon. Bureau.
• • • •
ham. Pcriey Hatch. All did so well ( with her parents Mr. and Mrs Frfd J
’ ’ ’ *
(Pauline Smith) tn
A covered dish dinner is to be served
“
It
Is
a
platitude
to say that what
that equal praise goes to each one. Cousins at Isle au Haul.
' Thc ^rsl novel 10 aPPear in 'Colon Winslow, and Sir. Y (Edwin at noon tn charge of the hostess and
Mrs. Inez Cunningham and her Mrs. R D. Hutchinson and family America by F E. Sillanpaa—Fin- Erickson' sang "Dinah; Helen Mor- Mrs. Etta Ireland. At this meeting I ’c n**d * leadership. What we really
helpers are rehearsing now for an en- are staying with her father Jack Reid land s lEadin? novelist — deals with Ran (Caroline Calderwood). sang each member is also asked to bring ncc,d
to recognize a
tertainment to be given Dec. 27. for at North Stonington.
Ithe la£tl flourishing of an old family You're Gonna Lose Your Gal;" sing- a donation to be placed by the com- leader when we see one. —E. F. Orr
Stonington
entlre company mittee where most needed. Members IAmerican Mercury,
the benefit of tne Grange.
Mr. ar.d Mrs Roy Bryant havt^rc | tree "The Maid Silja" is a simple. lnR of caroU *>?
accompanied by Jessie Crawford please remember dishes and be
• • • •
rich
story
of
the
brief
life
of
Silja
turned Lorn a visit to Lslcsford.
_____
with its sorrows and Joys, told ,Ruth Brou’n': sln8ln« of
prompt for meeting at 10 30 a. m.
Over 2000 Aroostook potato grower?;
Ogilvie-Ba-hnur
a^nst the broader background of a
A Christmas tree with joke
--------------' requested the spray service lnformaR
f
-i • ♦
i
.itv.
and 8^ followed the program.
In treating children
dren’s colds,
cr
"Do you enjoy listening to the' tlon furnished by the Extension
A quiet wedding took place Tue«tay family s struggle wito the soil and
don’t take
evening, Dec 12. at the home of Mr. , lU downfall. (The MacMillan Com- nf Margupnte chgpter o gS u,,. J radio?"
Service
chances..use
".Yes." answered Mr. Meekton i
• • • •
nua, christmas ,rec was pnJoyed in
¥ VapoRub and Mrs Robert Ftfield. when her | pany».
“
especially
if
Henrietta
is
by
my
side.
(
"By
improving
my pasture. I re.
kter
Miss
Laura
Barbour
was
united
J
PROVED BY 2 GENERATIONS
the banquet hall. The handsome
in marriage to Arthur Ogilvie of,, The title of the new novel by electrically lighted tree and decora- ’ It is a pleasure to find a number of duced my grain bill onc-third during
Stonington, formerly of Nova Scotia Branch Cabell will be "Smirt." It is ■
adch>d (o
spim Qf chrjs,mas persons expressing opinions with the past year,'' says Elmer Baird of
Why suffer tortures (ram Rheuma
tism. Sciatica. Neuritis. Muscular
The single ring service was used El- on the modern scene and will appear SanU (A,frpd
which I agree without her being able Hartland', president of the Maine
lameness, Sprains and Bruises when
METHYL BALM
der Edward RobcrUon of the I.DB. on the spring list of Robert McBride distributed thp g,ftg
by thp to talk back
Farm Bureau Federation.
will bring almost Instant relief?
Church officiating. The bride was & Company.
entertainment committee. Lillian ■ ■
■
JOHNSTON'S DRUG STORE
73 PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND
prettily dressed in pale pink. After
Sent Post Paid on receipt of jjrlce
, . _ ,
„
. .
.
Lawry. Grace Lawry, Leola Smith 1
58 cents
John Tasker Howard has chosen
,
I
lg-Th-tf i tbc ceremony the wedding cake was
J J
L , ,
anci Natalie Lawry. Carols were i
rut and served with ice cream After and recommended 50 books from the ; £ung
a merry evening the bride and groom ' Modern Library for reading. While
de.parted with many good wishes and I space does not permit the full list,
Industrious. indeed, are magpie
congratulations. Those present were a
are: The Old Wives' Tale, hens, judging from the number of
Arnold Bennett; Alice In Wonder- eggs turned in by those seeking
'
DAY I the 'bride's parents. Mr. and Mrs William C. Barbour. Mr. and Mrs. Robert land- ^7 Lewis Carroll; Death Comes bounties. In Just one week boys
Fifield. Lionel Barbour and Mr. and for lhe Archbishop, by Willa Cathei; turned in 15,000 eggs to the Idaho
Autobiography, by Benvenuto Cellini; flfh and
depart,ment. A
Mrs. Milton Allen.
Lord Jim. by Jos. Conrad; Pickwick bounty of a cent an egg is paid be- i
Papers, bv Charles Dickens; Sister causp magplps arp
habu Qf |
| Carrie, by Theodore Dreiser; Camille. | eatln? thp eggs of o(her and morp '

BURKETTVILLE

STONINGTON

WASHINGTON

HOME-AG.-FAX

Mothers !

Ideal Resort Hotel

Booklet

(Copied from a children's book I School closed Friday for two
Union Church Christmas tree will
be held Friday evening at 6.30.
published in 1839. by Mrs. J W. Jellivacatlon. Although the day
There will be a short program of reci
sbn of Kearsage. N. H., a long time wa^ vcry cold. 29 ac’ jlts aad four chilreader of The Courier-Gazette)
tations and songs by the children
d:tn cam? to hear this Christmn'
My dear children: It is with the program: We’.co.n piece, Edna
followed by th? coming of Santa.
'f
most tender affection that these Carver; rcclta tors. Mv Daly. Muriel
Sunday evening at 6 30 there will
Ir.,»i7
lines are addressed to you for your Chil:': My C rr'.na Col. Edith
be presented at Union Church a
The lib:ary of Bowdoin College
I good, and vou are particularly re Du Jar; dia'ag c. A Se.’.l'g Ecr.
, Christmas pageant entitled "Oifts to
quested r.ot only to read them with V..a Tcl.ai "... Iaira Towle., has recently lecetved from Nora j the King.'' Directly after the service
care and at’.'nt or. when you ore ir. t i ;:i A F.ea Eov, Lucy lowlcy: Archibald Smith, a unique memorial the Clul'diras Carolers will go out to
alone, but earnestly lo pray to God. cl ,c_ c. Who Can Ges. F.eddi' of the literary work cf her lat.c st'ter. j'Tg for the shut-ins.
your Heavenly Father, to give you Telr. an. He: yTC.m'u lla'vrr l.art Kats Douglas Wiggin. Miss Smith
Unicn Chutc’.i choir rehearsal will
and
; his blessings with them.
Jr., Ever?: Crab rw. Ha-ry Merrl- was made her literary executor,
.
be held at the home of Flavilla Arey
”___
You are now in the house of your He'd, Eug
Cu jar. Louts King, in the last five years has arranged ,u"
for publication not only of her sis- j at 7 ocloclc
parents, who endeavor to make you Jp cr
cv a 12 Sta: Is/ TolAt the Latter Day Saints Church
happy. "Honor thy father and ma ; ore a t play, C ir'rg the tcr's first novelette, but aiso a num>r of
her
pUji.
educational
essays,
^^ay
night pictures of the "Birth
mother, (which is the first, com Orovrh. Oiai'pii, Ea 1 Upham ber
of her plays, educational essays,
Christ" will be shown followed by
mandment with promise' that it twins. Ca:le:o and Dma'd Taylor: ar.-d critical articles. In the discharge
may be well with thee, add thou may Ci. it.ma. 3Ff.it. Ei.zab.-th Wc s cr: cf h?r t:u t. Miss Smith has now de- Christmas program and tree,
live long cn the earth." Ephesians rteitatfcLonj long Ago. Eve’y - vised a Kate Douglas Wiggin Me- Tat? is Bov Scout Week Help the
6 2.-3 Pray to t.he merciful Saviour Xir.g; If I me t Sm'a Claus. Ear: mortal, whi:h is to be enshrined in a boye, everybody.
to keep you from telling lies: from Upham;
di.-.'o.a..
Ti : special ca e in the library of Bowdo.n
Mi?. Fred K. Coombs and Mrs. WUselfwill and obstinacy, frem pride Prayers, Charier.® Taylor ard Loul- College, of which institution her dis- iiam LawTy returned Tuesday from a
and envy: from murmuring ar.d K:i.’,: recitations. Warders Donald tlcgulshed sister was made a Doctor two weeks' visit tn Boston and vicinmuttcring: and ail such ugly things. Plk ,aw. Watc:... * for £arU Mar. Qf Llteratur„
19O4
Ry.
which If you Indulge, you will And as th& Hu .in-5. pav □h.-'tmas In a
T1,e memorial will take the form
Capt. Edward Greenleaf has retnjurious to yourself a> they are ^c_,y Apartment Edna Carver. Agnr ol a collection of Mrs. Wiggin s note- turned to Miami.
‘ *° '°U* Par*'yt-s-^aLci what is Lomond, R >y Sfeiriilcid. Edwn books, her scrapbooks, the original j^jrs jj y/ Ftfield returned Tucsstill worse, hateful to Ood.
Lermrnd. P.iu.ie King, Richard manuscript of her first published day from Boston where her son
You are acquainted with other Crabtree. A: i c'.d Chili.- and Phinp
story, three volumes (ln her own walker has been a patient at the
children of your own age; and lt is crthtrc?- imitation Christmas Giv
handwriting' of her lectures to kin- ’ Dcacone&s Hospital. Mr. Hfltld is
a lovely thing to see children of the ing. Glenys Lermond: Our Christir.c
rame place, and still more of the Presents. Richard Crabtree; The dergastners irt the California Kin- nott- convalescing at hts home in Portdergarten Training School. San iand.
same family, live in harmony and
Christmasy Atn-o phetc. Elizabeth jrrancj£:Oi an(j a number of unfln
Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Cummings left
I love But “evil communications cor Webster. Sana Clauz entered and
ished sketches for plays, essays and Monday enroute for San Luis Obispo
rupt good manners" and thousands
with his help.rs soon stripped the
Calif., where they will spend the winof children have been ruined by the heavily laden tree. Both pupt's and studies.
Therc will later be added her first ter Wjth their daughter Mrs. Gwenwicked example of their compantons teacher weic well rcmeir..ered. and a
Diary as a child and her Travel jOlyn Marsnall. They will make the
We are desirous that you should
Notes and Letters. In various vol- trip by bus. taking the Southern
have all proper time for play and 1-1 °‘ a °' l" 'a e wa I’,u
to the guests.
umes. The notebooks are 12 in num- route.
amuse ment i but remember, that you
Mlfis
Ni..kers<)n u nome ,rom
did not come into the world merely The Christmas Sral honcr roil ber and represent the latest editions
to p’.ay and be amused If you go showed a total of S4 50 <o'd. Ear: cf a set which Mrs. Wiggin had Sidney where she is teaching.
; to school, be attentive to your Upham's name led the rest by selling kr-pt through her lifetime as an
The Needlecraft Club met with Mrs.
| teachers, and diligent to learn; be mere sea's than any other pupil, but author and whlch were contlnuaUy Ola Carver Ames Wednesday night,
ail
did
well
and
worked
hard
for
this
,
cause the design ls. that you mav
changed, and rewritten as she (faturlng a Christmas tree

OUR
BOOK CORNER

Each year thousand* of motorists from all sections ot the country obtain
touring information from the headquarters ot the Colonial Beacon Oil
Company. Picture shows an average day's mail being sorted.

Niagara Falls, for years the lirst
choice ot American motor tourists,
has given way this year to the Chi
cago World's Fair; and Montreal,
long a close second, has dropped to
third place. This information comes
from expert authorities on where to
go and what to see—the officials of
the Esso Touring Service, which
each year answers more than a hun
dred thousand inquiries from motor
ists from Maine to Louisiana and
from the Atlantic to the Pacttic.
More than thirty touring specialists
are working constantly to obtain ac
curate Information and keep it up
to-date for America's Nomad mo
torists.
This oiganizatlon ot specialists
brings Its troubles on Itself as tt
goes so far as t- let motorists drop
ln at any Esso Station and get a
touring request post card. As a re
sult it ls fairly deluged with In
quiries from one end ot the year to
the other. Most persons ask three
questions: How to go? Where is the
most Interesting scenery? Where
are the most historic spots?
But the queries don’t end Here. A

VINALHAVEN

SOLTI HOPE

ADDRESS TO CHILDREN

VICKS

SOCONY

RANGE OIL
for oil ranges

THINK OF ITI Only $2-50
a day single .... and $4.00

May We Suggest—

double for this smart centrally

located hotel.

HOTEL BELLEVUE

1OOO ROOMS

BOSTON, MASS.

BEA( ON STREET,

but whaf rooms they are I
Cheerful, colorful, cozy, each wilh

private bath, shower, rod io, circu

Ixicated on Beacon
Hill next to tlie
Stale House

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

Specialize en Chimes and French
Clocks
All Work Guaranteed
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse
Jeweler
Now Located at
HUSTON-TUTTI.E BOOK STORE
404 Main Street
Rockland

lating ice water and many other

features you'll be happy about

COMPLETE

"2^ MOW?

r^FLNERALi
r

Just a few minutes' walk to the theatre, financial

and shopping centers

New Lower Rates
Rooms without bath,

$2.00

up; with bath,

51 st STREET

AT 7th AVENUE, NEW YORK

$3.00

Complete Restaurant aJid Cafeteria Sendee

BURPEE’S

IOY MOULTON

up

Lxeculnrw Vico-Prsj. and Managing
W«ITI

FO«

DESCRIPTIVE

Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
served the families of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Day Telephone 450—781-1

0^.

ftOOKlft

ROCKLAND. MF..

Muskateers, Dumas; The Scarlet Let
ter, Hawthorne; A Farewell to Arms.
Ernest Hemingway; Arrowsmith, Sin
clair Lewis; Napoleon. Emil Ludwig;
Anna Karenina, Tolstoi, Candide,
Voltaire, etc.
Lady Eieanor Smith, widely known
for her richly romantic novels. Flamenco. Red Wagon and Ballerina,
| has written her first modern novel. 'j
It was published Nov. 17 under the
title of "Christmas Tree." A story of
( modern London, at Christmas time,
it presents a varied pattern of Lon
don life.

"Flush" by Virginia Wolf, is the
story of Elizabeth Barrett Brown
ing's dog—a charming little red
cocker spaniel. It Ls enchanting.
• • • •
Again Ben Ames Williams has
chosen to write another drama of
"Fraternity." and again has produced

valuable birds.

„a story „»
__ _ _passion
. . against
, . the
..
of u,
human
quiet background of the Maine coun
tryside. "Mischief" is the title, and
It demonstrates convincingly Wil-!
Hams' artistry, hailed as one of hts :
best stories.
ASK VOIIR DRUGGIST FOR
NlJ-VI-TA HERR *■ IRON TONIC
1. It cleanses the system.
2 It purifies the blood.
3. It Improves the appetite.
4. It aids Digestion.
5. It tones up the system.
6. It regulates the bowels, and helps to
correct Constipation.
7. It is guaranteed safe and reliable.
Fieednian Medicine Co., Stonington. Me ,
K1-T-Q4

VINALHAVEN St ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
Steamer leaves Swans Island at 5.30
a. m., Stonington 6.25, North Haven 7.25,
Vinalhaven 8.15: due to arrive at Rock
land about 930. Returning — leaves
Rockland at 1 30 p. m.. Vinalhaven 2.45.
North Haven 3 30. Stonington 4 40; due
to arrive at Swan's Island about 6 p. m
B H. 8TIN8ON

117-tf

General Agent.

CLEAN

PROMPT

BURNING

DELIVERY

ECONOMICAL
STANDARD Dll COMPANY OF NEW YORK, INC.
PHONE ROCKLAND 115

IN NEW YORK CITY
Reasonable Rates • Prepossessing Locations
SINOll
Direction of B J. Carrol

$150 • *^£50

OOUIll

HOTIL YORK-7th A»«. and 36th St —1 minute Penn. Stifles
HOTIL ORANO-Breedway end 31 >1 St.—t minutes Penn. Station

HOTIL INDICOTT-Columbut Ave. end 11 it St—Oppoilte Perk
HOTIL MARTHA WASHINOTON (er Women - 29 Eett 29th St
IN BOSTON
Hotel Manger, No. Station, 92.50 up.

IN CHICAGO
Hotel Plaza. No. Ave. A No. Clark St. 91.50 up

Every Other-Day
»«»,3l3l»i#l»<3l3.3,».>!».»(3:»l>i»l>i3l>,>3«»i3,3,3«3l3l3i>l3i*A3i3.3i3(3i3.2.S,3i3i3i3i>l3l

|

j_
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WALDOBORO

The many friends of Mrs L. B. Hall
Earle Achorn, a student at Gor
will be sorry to hear of her critical ill
ham Normal School, will spend the
ness at the home of Mrs. Alice Flint,
Christmas recess on a motor trip to
Friendship street.
St. Petersburg, Fla,, driving through
— And The —
Mr. Verna Orff Ls spending the
as chauffeur Icr his aunt and uncle,
wnk
with Mr. and Mrs. Lana Rines
terson,
cons.;
Olive
M
and
Fred

Wills
allowed:
Mary
M.
Borden,
Mrs. Char.es Ames and Charles
Achorn of Concord, N. H., who are late of New York, deceased. Filth erick A. Ripley of Washington, ir Wiser-et.
M:
Verne Achorn anil daughter
to spend the winter in Florida. Avenue Bank of New York and minors, first account filed by Frank
,3,3i3,3,I.?.r.3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3,»,X»:.3.Ii3.3,J:3,XXIl3)X^..
kSi»,3.3.3(3.^l3,Xj.3Si3
of Tncmaston have been
D
her
H.
Ingraham
of
Rockland,
gdn.;
Celia
A.
Brundage
of
New
York
Earle will return to Gorham to re
Rebekah rooms; Friday, Rockland at
Agricultural
Williston Grinnell late of Camden, C.Uf ts cf Mr. and Mrs. Winfield
executors;
Atteresta
B.
Wheel

sume
his
studies
the
first
of
the
year.
At the Extension and Farm BureaJ the Mountain View hall. Friendship
Mrs. Nellie Coates is employed as wright, late of Philadelphia, Pa. deceased, eleventh account filed bj Davis, Friendship street.
These
meeting list w:cl: tte-e officers at Mrs. Susan WoMon’s.
Mir. Feryl Davis, a student at
clerk
at the former M. E. Bartlett Robert Wheelwright of Philadelphia Mary Grinnell D.’.ver.port. trustee.
were elected: Whitefield, Fred Law, meetings begin at 10 o'clock.
Kcr
's Pill .Is spending the C n is! mas
store ln Camden, recently purchased ! Pa, exr.; Edward B. Richards, late ol
Inventories filed: Francenia O
president, Gecrgc llau : 1 chalrm^p^
leers' with her parents Rev. and Mrs.
Camden,
deceased.
Orace
W
RichMcIntyre,
Wanen,
$444
53;
Izzie
M.
by Theodore La Folley.
E. E. Dunton. dairy, and W. D 1
A G. Davis at the Methodist parson
411 Club Notes
Mrs. Minnie Weed leaves today to ards of Camden, exx.; Myra Cobh, st ciair, Union. $2290; William H.
F. L. Spear is spending Christmas
Peaslee, poultry; West Aina, Mrs.
age.
The 4H radio programs are broad with relatives in New York city.
late
of
Vinalhaven.
deceased.
Bertha
I
Proctor,
Appleton.
$36G;
John
F.
spend the winter with her daughter.
Luthur' Carney, presidents L. E.
The Woman's Club met at the club
cast always on the lirst Saturda/
Baggs of Vinalhaven. exx.; O^car F. Martelock, Rockland. $18,652.65; Lura
Carney, chairman. Mr
Charles
The Good Cheer Class of the First Mrs. Marshall E, Reed at Roxbury.
icoms Tuesday afternoon witn 18
«f each mon'.h. The first program
Frank Colby who is very ill from Johnson, late of Owl’s Head de- a. Miller, Union. $1198.35; Charles 8. members present. Dr. George H.
Hendrickson, poultry; Boolhbay, J.
Congregational Church met at the
ter 1934 ls Jan. 6 from 1230 to 1.30
pneumonia
was taken to Community ceased, Mollie L. Johnson of Owl s I Hall. Rockland. $5 306 82.
parish
house
last
evening
to
make
Car let on Adam . president. G?or»e
Cr:mb". State director of the Depart’ p m. The first pha c of the 1934
Head, exx.; Cora A. Cushman, late
Ho.pital
Tuesday
for treatment.
plans fcr the Christmas boxes to be
Petitions for probate of wills filed I TOllt
Health, spoke in an interestH. Reed, chapman, M. Lewis Perkins
Broadcast will be cn "4H Club Work sent to the shut-in members of the
Capt Henry Lane is spending a few of Rockland, deceased. Frank H for notice: Rose N. Healy, late o: ing manner of incidents connected
dairy, W. K. Butler, poultry; EdgeDemonstrates Improved Practice, parish.
days with his family while his barge Ingraham of Rockland, exr.; Emma Hemps.fad. Nassau Co.. N
Y. with his work. The hoste’-'es were
comb, Leon Dodge, chairman, Arthur
ln the Home and on the Farm."
is
anchored at Searsport. He ex J. Shepherd, late of Rockport, de Arthur E. Healy of Hempstead, N. Y Mu. Lcuisc Miller and Mrs. Alice
Paquett, poultry, Edgar Smith, I
Arey-Heal Post, American Legion,
Eloise Grant, 4H club member of
will hold an assembly tonight, to pects to leave the latter part of the ceased, John Harkness of Rockport, named exr.; Clara Louise Spear, late Glldden.
orchard; Aina. Leon Jrwett, cha.rNew York, will tell how’ four years which all Legion members* and their week for Baltimore.
exr.; Margaret A. Murphy, late ol of Rockland, deceased. Winifred
Mr. and Mrs A. E. Bo-gs were in
man, George Walker, orchard. Ralpaof club work has improved her heme: {friends are invited Refreshments
Rockland, deceased. Albion S. Bart Spear Leighton of Rockland, named Pi .llantl Saturday.
Regular
meeting
of
Harbor
Light
Keene, forestry.
Chapter was held Tuesday evening lett and Adelaide I Bartlett both of exx.; James T. Robinson, late of
M.. and Mrs. Fred Teele of I.oudComing meetings are:
Warruu, Frances Berry, club member in will be served at Intermission.
Saturday. Dec 23; Burkcttvllle. Wed- Delaware, will relate how 4H club
Friends of Frank Harris who has at which time the degrees were con Rockland, cxrs.; Ellen M. Bricklcy. Warren, deceased. John B. Robinson villc are spending the winter with Mr.
needay Dec 27. Union. Thursday wark helPfd ,0 lncrease dalry Prof' teen confined to his home on Moun ferred on Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Rhodes late of Rockland, decea ed. William of Warren, named exr.; Anton O. and Mrs. Kenneth Hilton on Frier.dDec. 28. Rcckland Friday Dec. 29 and Its; Albert Heeler. assistant State tain itreet by illness, are pleased to and Mrs. Nellie Staples. Preceding E Brickley and Albert J. Brickley of Lattie. late of Owl's Head, deceased. hlp street.
Miss Lucille Davis of Portland has
the meeting a picnic supper was Boston. Mass., exrs.; Abbie F. Wall, Chancey K Snowdeal of Owl’s Head,
Friend hip. Saturday Dec. 30. At .club leader, Ithaca, N. Y. will speak sec him out again.
on
"Farm
Practices
Improved
by
been
guest of Miss Helen Oldis.
late
of
Thomaston,
deceased,
Jose

served.
In
the
afternoon
members
these meetings the tax problem will
named exr.; Mary A. Luce of ThomThe trustees for the depositors of
Mis. John Redman entertained the
be discussed ln the forencon by Adult Farmers, an influence of 4-H the Camden National Bank announce met at the hall for a social time and phine B Stone of Thomaston, exx ; a ton. deceased. Bertha M. Luce of
Brunettes at bridge with two tables
County Agent Wentworth.
The club work". The program also in that a dividend of 20 percent of the to arrange small Christmas trees to Flora M. Fernald. late of Camden, Thomaston, named exx.
in play Monday evening Miss Betty
afternoon will be devoted to planning cludes “Music We Should Know" by waived deposits of the bank will be be distributed among the shut-in deceased, Mildred M. Fernald of
Petition for administration filed
W;-,ton, who has been frequently en
the
U.
S.
Marine
Band.
New
Years
South Portland, exx.
Tkafs what awaits
Extension work for the year both
for notice: Estate Austin H. Kaler.
paid probably the latter part of Jan members.
tertained by the young marrlfd set
greetings
will
end
the
program
given
Petitions
for
administration
grant

Mrs.
Doris
Flowers
and
children
of
in the men and women division.
late of Thomaston, deceased, Ida M
uary. On account of the clerical de
since her recent engagement, was
Several communities are making" by C. W Warburton of the U. S. tails involved, lt is Impossible at this Camden were guests Sunday at the ed: Estates Arthur T. Simmons, late Kaler of Thomaston, named admi;
given a shower. The members pres
plans for buying apple trees the con,-i Department of Agriculture,
time to specify the exact date. As home of Mr. and Mrs. Orris Burns. of Friendship, deceased, Willis A'.
Accounts filed for notice: Estate
ent were Mrs. Rose Weston. Mrs. Alice
Pump
Cards
have
been
received
by
Simmons
of
South
Portland,
admr.;
|
Mark
w
calderwood,
late
of
Rocklng spring through the Farm Bureau
....
soon, however, as it is definitely
Glldden. Miss Helen Bond, MLss
and Extension Service pool. Any > A meeting on club work was held known, due announcement will be friends stating that Mr. and Mrs. Lottie M. Smith, late of Vinalhaven, pori deceased, first and final acthe best,
Angela Perry, Mrs. Louise Miller,
Information regarding this plan can'' recently in the Owls Head Chapel made.
Albert Larson, Charles Larson and deceased, Virgil C. Smith of Wood- count filed by charlotte C. DilllngMrs. Ida Stahl. Miss Weston and the
uUr gaspneebe obtained from County Agent! for the boys and girls of that comCharles Nash has gone to Monon Miss Della Larson left. Lakeland, Fla , land. admr.; John E. Flanagan, late bam of Rockport, admx.; Simeon
hostess. A delicious lunch was served
Wentworth.
munlty wishing to know about 4H gahela, Penn., where he will spend Dec. 17 on their' return home after of Rockland, deceased. Mary E M Duncan, late of Rockland, dc....
club work. Three new 4H clubs, t.wo several months with Mr. and Mrs a visit with relatives for two weeks.
Flanagan of Rockland, admx.; Wes- : ceasedi first and final account filed hymns. Children and adults will
Several poultrymen have started girl's clubs and one boy's are io be Clyde Groves.
Richard Thomas is at home from ley C. Waltz, late of Warren, de- by Edward K. Oouid of Rockland, take part in this service.
lormance * I
Earl and Lloyd Pitcher leave this Trinity College for the holidays.
poultry house ventilation demon- formed ln Owl's Head as the result
ceased, Clarence W. Waltz of War- admr
Mr. and Mrs. Thurston Spear,
strations. Temperature reading will of this meeting. The Junior girls week for Florida where they will
____________
Miss Marion Weidman arid Miss ren and Maynard C. Waltz of |
(laughter Phyllis and Charles Miller I
be made each day inside the house will be led by Mrs. Frank Ross and spend the winter.
Mattie Russell were dinner guests Keene. N. H.. admrs.
left Friday morning for New York
WEST ROCKPORT
It will interest Camden people lit Tuesday night of Mrs. Ibra Ripley in Petition for allowance granted:
and outside. Men who are starting the Senior girls by Mrs. Parker Merwhere they will spend the holidays
general to learn that Rev. C. Guy Rockland.
thesc demonstrations are: Joe Bry.iriam.
Estate W. Scott Young, late of MaSchool closed Dec. 14 for two weeks with relatives.
Robbins. D. D.. pastor of the Univerant, Damariscotta Mills.
Luthur
•• • •
RockpOrt friends are interested ln I tlnicus, deceased. Marian A. Young vacation during which needed repairs
Miss Dorothj’ Nutt was home from
Carney, Sheepscott, Charles Dolloff,
Good cooking is. after all, simple sallst Church ln Lawrence. Mass., or the announcement that. A. Burton I of Matinicus. widow.
and improvements will be made on U. of M. for the weekend. Saturday 1
dained
his
son.
Douglas
H.
Robbins,
Boothbay. E. C. Teague. Warren, W.‘cooking perfectly done. In attamStevenson, Jr., has purchased this
Petition for adoption granted'
scb0ol building. On the last day she will come for the Christmas va- '
Oil Compaq
C. Robinson. St. George, Harry ing perfection, though, there are a member, of the clergy. The ordina week the general insurance business Esther B Nickerson of Frenchboro. Of school a Chrstmas program was cation.
American
Waterman. South Thomaston and 1 tricks in the art that must be learned. tion took place in the First Universa of
McDougall-Ladd-Chandler
ii adopted by John O. Stevens and presented at which many parents and
Mrs. Donald Tolman entertained
Hugh Little, Rockland. Some very They must, be practiced in putting lis! Church in New Haven. Conn., last Camden and is now its sole owner. Emily W. Stevens of Rockland, name friend3 were present. At the close ol the Tuesday Club this week.
valuable information should be oo- the ingredients together as well as Sunday evening. Mr. and Mrs. Rob Mr. Stevenson has been connected changed to Esther Nickerson Ste- the program gifts from the well laden
✓
bins and their son are summer guests
taii.cd from these demonstrations in the cooking. A few of the “tricks
with this corporation since its or vens.
tree were distributed.
at
Juniper
Lodge.
Lake
Megunticook.
which can be used later In the coun in cookery" are being listed here in
ganization five years ago. filling the
Accounts allowed: Estates Clara
Friday evening of this week the
and Mr. Robbins preaches at Hope
order to avoid failures in cooking.
position of general manager and ] W Manchester, late of Camden, de-! Sunday school children will have
ty.
each Sunday during the summer.
Osteopathic Physician
• • • •
Do you often find your custard
Maui ice Harding, who has been on treasurer, and previous to that time ceased, first and final account filed their Christmas program and tree, 38 SUMMER ST.,
Among the suggestions that are sauce or other hot mixture speckled
ROCKLAND
was in the employ of McDougall-1 by Addie Worthing, trustee; Webb The service Sunday evening will be
being brought out at the tax meetings with bits of cooked egg? This is apt- the staff of the Thorndike Hotel bar Ladd Co. of Rockland for several j C. Patterson of Boston,v flrsti and given over to the singing and story ot
TEL. 136
ber shop, is at Domenico Leo's shop
127»129tf
are : Uniform system of accounts in (t0 happen when egg is added to a
years. With his wide experience in I final account filed by Ralph J. Pat.- j the origin of a number of Christmas
while the proprietor is abroad.
all owns, budget committees and , hot liquid, for the egg cooks before
this line of wprk his success in this
tax maps. There are being explained (lt can
blended. Next time pour
new venture is assured.
WARREN
by County Agent Wentworth. Every- the hot liquid over the egg white,
Mrs. Ellen Bohndell was hostess
one interested tn town affairs should stirring continually.
Avard. son of Mr and Mrs. Ralph Monday evening to the members of
attend these* meetings.
• • • •
Robinson, who underwent a tonsil the Trytohelp Club. The time was
* * * *
'
It is disheartening to have a soft adenoid operation at Knox Hospital devoted to the preparation of Christ
With the Homes
custard become a curdled mass Just Saturday morning returned home mas baskets for shut-ins.
Mrs. Hattie Hausen of Whitefield. At the last minute. The next time Sunday
The Nitsumsosum Club and hus
The tax meeting sponsored by the bands were entertained Monday
ls the happy winner of the second yOu make custard, don't let the
prize In the first statewide kitchen watCr boil in the double boiler, and extension tervice of U. ot M. will evening at the home of Mr and
improvement contest. Mrs. Hausen stir the custard continuously. When be held Saturday from 10 to 12 at Mrs. Guy Annls in Camden. A Joke
Warren Grange Hall instead ol Christmas tree furnished much metreceives $15 from the State Farm coats a spoon, remove at once.
Glover
hall as previously reported.
Bureau Federation who sponsored Many club members have reriment after which bridge was en
Mrs. Elizabeth Hoffses and son
the contest. First prize of $50. goes marked. "My baked custards are al
joyed.
to Mrs. Madeline Black of Dedham, ways watery, and the edges full of Ralph of Thomaston were callers
The Fred A. Norwood W.R.C. held
Third prize of $10. goes to Mrs. Helen holes. What can I do?" Just set Sunday on Miss Julia Li .by.
their annual Christmas sale Tuesday
There will be a Christmas concert
Pinkham of Hampden and fourth the cups in warm water and bake
at G.A.R. hall. This year it was
by the children of the primary ano
prize of $5. goes to Mrs. Ethel Hodgts them in a slow oven of 325 F. until
made an all-day affair opening at
Jur.'cr departments of the Baptist
of Turner.
I a silver knife Inserted In the center
Church school at the auditorium 10 a. m. These committees were in
• • * •
of the custard comes out clean
charge of the tables: Fancy articles
Sunday evening.
These projects leaders were elected .
....
and
aprons, Mrs. Emma Torrey and
The Warren baseball club will hold
at the Whitefield Planning meeting; j
Happy Workcrs of Orfls
the regular dance Friday evening Mrs. Cacilda Cain; miscellaneous.
Community pneficknl. F. L. Law; corner held a club meeting. Dec. 15.
at Glover hall. Prize last week went Mrs. Vellie Simmons; store. 5lis.
club project leader. Mrs. Orace Bailey wjth jq members present and t.heir
Louise Melvin, Mrs. Stella Simon
chairman. Mrs. Elizabeth Dunton; j leader, Mrs. Albert Elwell. The of- to Mrs. Roland Starrett as the best
ton; candy, Maud Davis; cooked
dressed
woman
and
to
Orrin
Harding
secretary, Mis. Minnie Fowles; j ficers elected are: President. Barbara
food. Mrs. Mildred Holmes, Mrs.
for
the
worst
dressed
man.
clothing. Mrs. Elair; foods, Mrs. Hat- Tisdale; vice president. Helen Jones;
Ellen Bohndell. Appreciation is felt
The
change
in
the
interior
of
tic Hausen; home management. Mrs. i secretary, Lucille Elwell; treasurer.
the Warren branch of Knox County toward all who aided in making the
Florence Hapgood.
Evelyn Ralph; color bearer. Mildred Trust Company is a decided improve fair a success, especially the mer
Kennedy; cheer leader. Violet Ken ment, both in appearance and in chants who contributed articles for
Below are a lew items of interest
nedy; and club reporter. Lucille more convenient facilities Sot the the various booths.
taken from Mrs. Hattie Hausen's
Elwell. The year's program of work customer and the agent.
Annual fcod leaders report. “Mrs.
Benjamin Davis has been very ill
EAST UNION
Grace Bailey uses the Farm Bureau was also completed at this time.
canning suggestions for all her can- For ^creation, the girls played games with grippe.
Merton Payson accompanied #by
The largest order in history teas
Rev. Emerson Herrick who is ill
nlng." Mrs. Hausen practiced serving and
popcorn. Lucille A. Elwell
Walter
Webster of South Windham
at
the
Central
Maine
Hospital
in
square meals for Health in her home'
retary'
placed recently by the railroads of
Lewiston was pleased to have so many was a Sunday visitor with Mr and
for the past year. She says, "I find
cards from Warren friends. He ex Mrs. C. M. Payson and Roland PayCreating
for
Salt
Lake
City
this country for 847,000 tons of
this a much better way than the qld
pects to remain in the hospital until son,.
way as I always know just what I America's greatest park system—a
steel
rails. But YOU bought those
Mrs. Mary Miller of Burkettville
'chain of parks connected by a toule- the first ol January
am going to have each meal and do
vard and completely" surrounding the Warren hills were decidedly slippery was a guest Friday of Mrs. M. R Mil
rails.
not have to plan a meal at the last
city—ls being advocated there by Monday morning, necessitating sand ler.
minute.” Mrs. Hausen used the
Tne supper and sale under the
Grant R. Bowen. Capitol grounds ing.
canning suggestions and canned 15^
ere’s how it works: Supj’ -,se you spend a
superintendent and president of the Mrs. Lillian Cunningham, who management of the Community Club,
quarts of vegetables, fruit, meat ana Salt Lake City Flower Garden Club. underwent an operation several weeks held in the Grange hall Dec. 15
dollar for a fountain pen. Your sta
fish for her family of two.
ago at Knox Hospital, returned to proved a profitable as well as social
• • • •
tioner can then buy a hat: the hatter can buy
affair. Ida Watts carried home the
her home Thursday of last week.
IS DOING ITS PART
The project leaders elected at
quilt.
Dancing
was
one
of
the
eve

a razor: the razor-man can buy a cake; the
Mrs. Laura Orff of West'Waldoboro
Factory rbIcr of autornnhilcg In October totalled 13R.475 ncnlnat
Boothbay are: Community president,
4S.7U2 In October, a year ago, according to tbc Census Kurcuii Jigur- s.
was guest a few days last week of her ning festivities, music being furnished
baker can buy a pair of socks: the haberdasher
Carleton Adams: club project leader,
CarlnadlngH for 13 railroads In the week ended Xovcmlwr IH totalled
by Winona Brown. Bernard Esancy
niece Mrs. Alvali Simmons.
142,579.
Tnla la tin Increase of 2.7% over the preceding week and a
can buy a flashlight: — and so on, indefinitely.
Miss Arlotte Giles; chairman. Mrs.
Miss Shirley Payson and Mrs. Irven and Mervyn Merrill.
gain of 6.1% above the corrcHpundlng week of last year.
Lottie Butler; secretary. Miss Ariose
The entertainment by the school
Your original purchase made every one of
Electricity output for the week ended November IK reglafered the 29th
Gammon who have been guests the
succenaive gain over the corresponding period of 1932
New England
Oiles; clothing, Mrs. Margaret Boyd:
f ist two weeks of Mr. and Mrs. Willis children held al the schoolhouse Fri
output showed a gain of 8.4% against 6.6% in the previous week.
those purchases possible, and every one of the
Food, Mrs. Ida Reed; home Manage
Moody in Fairfield, and Miss Ruth day afternoon was well attended and
International Paper & Power Company reports for the 3rd quarter of
thousands that they made possible.
thin year net profit of $431,259 compared with a net losa of $.;,tKH,567
ment. Mrs. Sadie Lewis.
the children acquitted themselves in
H.chard returned home Monday.
In the 3rd quarter of 1932.
Edgecomb leaders are: Commum- '
Word has been received from R. a pleasing and gratifying manner. A
IJnuid Carbonic Corp, reports net Income for vear ending September
30 of >366,913, compared with a net loss of >440,529 in the preceding
ty President, Leon Dodge; chairman, j
E Mullancy, federal engineer at Port Christmas tree was the center of at
And you have done more than that. Every
year.
Mrs. Inez Sherman: secretary. Mrs.
land, that if the town votes affirma traction and caused mucn merriment,1
one of those articles purchased had to be re
Such Progress Insures Your Success
Elizabeth Caswell; clothing. Mrs: V
tively for the new school building at especially when Santa Claus made his 1
A YEAR'/
placed. Somebody had to produce and prepare
Rena 'Dodge; icodi-. Mrs. Georgia '
the special meeting called for Tues appearance with amusing pranks and
* SUBSCRIPTION day. Dec. 26. at 1.30 p. m., the federal assisted the boys and girls in strip
Poole; homc management. Mrs.
raw materials, somebody had to manufacture
allotment and loan will still be avail ping the Irec of its heavy load of gifts
Marion Smith; assistant foods. Mrs.
TO THE
the merchandise, somebody had to ship it,
for all. Owing to the illness of the J
able.
Laura Greenleaf.
somebody had to sell it. All these purchases for
John Connell, Jr. Is ill at his home. teacher Mrs. Myrtle Messer, this
Sheepscott has t.he following lead
Sunday morning at the Congrega tchool has been under the instruction
ers;
Community president and.
which you were responsible used machinery,
tional Church the pastor will speak of Mrs. Bernice Young who has
Chairman. Mrs. Reba Carney; sec
freight cars, steel rails, all of which had to be
on “Overtones, the Angel Song." A served very efficiently the last few
retary, Mrs. Winona Chase; cloth
replaced
the sooner. And you made it possible
weeks
of
the
term.
Christmas address will also be given
ing, Mrs. Ruth Carney; foods, Mrs.
in
the
evening.
for
fhc
thousands
of people engaged in all this
Geraldine Ross; home Management
60 FEDERAL STREET — Headquarters - BOSTON, MAS!
Mrs.
Louis
Sawyer
and
children
sell.
Between
85
and
90
Christmas
Mrs. Selina Verney.
activity to add their increased purchasing
Representative Romens Orfianizations and Romen Civic Leaden
Olive and Irving of Camden are guests boxes were packed for the shut ins.
(bfianized to Present FACTS of liusiness. Industry and Products to
power to the swelling tide of new prosperity.
Planning meetings jo be held neij't
at the Congregational parsonage.
Mrs. Herbert Waltz has been the
Fallow Consumers to show **How Their Ruying is Doing its Part
toward Recovery*
week are: Burkettville, Wednesday, |
Fifteen members of the Help One guest a few days this week of her
Another Circle of the Baptist Church sister Mrs. Olive Brasier in Thomas
tjec. 27 at Mrs. Florence Calder- |
met Saturday with Mrs. Norah Rus- ton.
wood’s; Union, Thursday, at the,

With the Extension Agents
Knox Lincoln Farm Bureau

A. B. Stevenson, Jr. has purchased
the controlling interest of the Mc
Dougall Ladd & Chandler Insurance
agency, incorporated in Camden and
Is now lire sole owner. Mr. Stevencn has for the past five years been
acting manager and a member of the
firm.
Dr. Sarah L. Wetherbee arrives
(rent Bcston Friday to spend the holi
days with Mr. and Mrs. William L.
Tyler.
Fred Bickford hat returned from
Pembroke, N. J.

PROBATE COURT

at its bcsU

EDWIN L. SCARLOTT

Your Buying
bought

these

RAILS

H

in other fields Your Buying

GIVE

The Courier-Gazette

Consumers’ Council
of New England

Every-Other-Day
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WISHING YOU A MERRY

NORTH HAVEN

In Everybody’s Column

FOR SALE

!

As usual at. this time the grade, Advertisement* ln this column not to •
----------------------A
Mrs. Earle O. Lindsley and Was
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
j schools at the last session held cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
Katherine Lindsley of Oakland, Calif.
tional lines five cents each for one time.
WHEN you are planning to sell your
I Christmas exercises with recitations 10 cents for three times. Six words chickens and fowl, call PETER ED
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Prank D.
make a line.
WARDS. Tel. 806-J. Rockland
144-tt
Elliot.
*
and trees. There were many visitors.
FOR SALE—Toy dogs. Four pure white
Miss Elizabeth Woodcock arrived
French terriers. STOVER FEED NTFG.
! It meant a very happy time for thc
CO . 86 Park 8t., Rockland. Tel.<1200.
from Bates College Wednesday to
________________________________ 150.152
scholars, creating in young and old
spend the Christmas vacation with
ONE HUNDRED thoroughbred R. I.
the true holiday spirit.
st---»---------*»l Red pullets, all laying. A. A. TOWLE.
her parents.
Appleton Ridge. Tel. West Appleton 4-24.
Tuesday night Hen. Bertram B.
_______________________________ 150*152
A group of people gathered ln the
ROYAL Beer Garden to let. fully
Smith. Federal game warden for New
home of Mr. and Mrs W. P Strong
equipped, with or without bowling
Tuesday afternoon to witness a dem
alleys. Can be made Into dance space
England, spoke to a group of men at
if preferred To be rented at low prlc**.
onstration of electric lighting by Mbs
V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St Tel. 1154.
the K. P. hall. It was an informal
_________________________________ 152-tf
Collins of the Conti al Maine Power
|
tala
in
which
Mr.
Smith
set
forth
the
POSITION
as
chef
or
order
cook
want

A FEW Christmas articles for sale at
SHOES
Co. home economics department.
ed. Best of references. HORACE PtRRY 20 JEFFERSON ST.
151-153
purpose
of
the
service
he
represents
MAKE
A
PRACTICAL
GIFT
Grace
St..
City.
*tf
She displayed a knowledge of her
KOHLER 110 volt DC. automatic
PURE WHITE full shaggy female kit lighting plant for sale; Radiola Radio $5;
and how much it means in the preser
subject which made her talk particu
ten with blue eyes, three, four or five Incubator $6. C. R. WALLACE. Warren.
150*152
larly pleasing. Her purpose was to
vation of game. He made apparent months old. Will pay good price. BAY Tel. 1-34.
VIEW FARM. North Haven______ 150*155
ONE HUNDRED laying pullets. Barred
show how lights may be handled to
the seriousness of the present situa
WANTED—We pay the highest prices Rocks, for sale. A. T. BERRY, 20 Prosfor fresh nearby hennery eggs, graded or pect St.. Rockland, Me,__________ 151*153
reduce thc expense of lighting the
tion which threatens the extinction ungraded Native potatoes, native kid
FOX terrier pups for sale. RAYMOND
home, and especially the adjustment'
ney. Johnson, yellow eye or pea beans
I of sea fowl except the game laws are Used sacks free from holes any amount. WILLIAMS. Warren Highland. Address
of lights favorable to the eyesight,
R»
1. Thomaston.
152*154
Laying pullets, any breed
STOVER
obeyed. Honor lays it upon every FEED MFG. CO.. 86 Park St. Tel. 1200
NEW MILCH cow. four years old and
shewing various sizes and colors of
151-156 calf for sale.
EDWIN C. MERRIAM.
shades, and the best position of the
true sportsman, and good citizen to
152*154
LIVE poultry wanted, highest prices Rockport.
shades to ease the eyes. A surprising
FIFTY R. I Red pullets for sale, lay
MEN'S HIGH Cl T DRESS SHOES keep .he law himself and see to it paid. E. C. FRYE, Cumberland Center.
142*153 ing. O. W CARROLL. Rockville
Tel.
Tel. 114.
Me._________________
__________________
effect in the radius of the light, by
MEVS LOW CUT DRESS SHOES that others keep it. Mr. Smith told
352-13.
150-152
AN UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY
manipulating the shades was pro
RABBIT
hound,
male,
one
of
the
best.
Double Steel Shank
Is
now
being
presented
to
a
limited
many starring stories of his expert
number of reliable men to start ln busi I guarantee him or no sale. DR SHER
duced An instrument that interest
MEN’S HAND KNIT WOOLEN
i ences in this service in Maine and ness without capital or experience ln MAN. Rockland. Tel 598-W
150-152
and surrounding towns, by a
ed Uie company accurately recorded
HOSE
ether parts of the country. Refresh Rockland
SCREENED
soft
lump
coal
for
company that has astonished the busi 59. one-half ton. 54.50: hard coal. sale,
514.
the units of Illumination given. The
An Ideal Christinas Gift
ness world with Its achievements in
ments were served after the talk.
spite of depressltffi. whose record over a J. B. PAULSEN. Tel. 84-2 Thomaston.
149-154-tf
■ information gained by those present
I It's a busy time with homes, stores, period of years, and particularly the last
PENTTILA’S
BUY for Christmas for a companion
two years, prove that there ls oppor
•made attendance worthwhile.
•postoffice and the church.
THOMASTON, ME.
tunity ln these times for an Industrious, for the children Fox terriers or spaniel
8pecia! music at the Baptist
I The fifth social under the auspices Intelligent man to earn between 52.800 - pups DR SHERMAN. Rockland Tel.
150-152
and 54,500.00 per year, conservatively 598-W.
Church Sunday morning: Anthem.
j of the young people was held in OO
speaking, because many have doubled
STEAM
heating
plant.
American
figures.
boiler and 33 radiators for sale. low
"Christian Awake! Salute the Happy week Sunday and Christmas. Pri- Library hall Tuesday night There these
The organization sponsoring this ad rlced. V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St.
Morn." Prey: baritone solo. ‘Christ-,
and Saturday Ember days, serv- were- 30 or more present. Games has grown from a small beginning to a prlci
Tel 1154.
144-tf
national corporation
with
mas." Shelley. Raymond K Oreerfe lccs at the usual hours Saturday at Iwere played and cocoa and wafers powerful
SMALL HOUSE at Pleasant Gardens.
large reserves. They are offering to suit
men their backing and co-operation 5275. for sale on rent plan. V. F. STUD
response. "Descend On Us." Neid- 730 p m speciai prcparations forlwere served. The social was in able
Any woman would be delighted to have one
144-tf
to develop a profitable business along LEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1154.
•°JL'2fr5 .,.<>lO\J An<1^K* R<’- Christmas communion, also Sunday charge of Clarence Waterman. Elston lines which have been thoroughly test
ALL KINDS of dry hard wood, and
ed and proven. Expert Instruction and soft wood, for sale
of the new Sentinel Series Hoovers—the
T.
J.
CARROLL.
ligioso," Thome. Miss Hazel Harrison, beginning at 4 p. m. Sunday Holy Bevera&c
Barbara Stone. • Bar- training are furnished free and no In Tel. 263-21 Rockland. Thomaston, R. F. D.
violinist. The pastor's topic will be EuC-harlst 9 a. m; Church school bara Stone. Edna Waterman and Mar- vestment of money ls required. The
139-tf
handsomest cleaners yet, designed by fa
man selected must devote his entire
time to the business. References will
a
01
*'
,
E
'
cnul
«
*
rvlc
'
10
45
a.
m.;
vespers
of
Christmas
Eve
tJorie
Hw
*
aasisUd
at
the
plano
'
mous stylists on new streamlines. Three
be expected as to character and ability. 51
j i™* he ®tor-' Of \he NaliVity 85 I and visitation at the Creche 7 p. m
Mrs MaW
and
Bar'
Apply at once by letter for persona!
stating
age,
previous 4
cleaning actions. Positive Agitation for
published in Tuesday's issue.
,„ . . .
.
.
bara Stone were in Rockland Wed appointment.
earnings, experience, number of de
....
1 Midnight mass and Christmas com
“v
•
«
pendents. etc. Write "ELECTRO." care ♦
nesday.
embedded grit—and no matted brush. Call
The Courler-Qazette.
151-153
The American Legion ls to have a munion 11 30 p. m. The music for
Herman Crockett went on a busi
ROOMS to let. large, warm, pleasant;
at our store and arrange for Christmas de
one with running water, near postoffice.
Christmas tree Thursday evening at the midnight mass will be Misaa ness trip to Rockland Wednesday.
EEL GRASS RETURNING
MRS. VIVIAN HEWETT. 30 High St.
Marialis.
The
choir
will
be
aug

, thtir rooms.
Marjorie Huse was in Rockland
___________________________ 144-tf
livery or telephone for our Hoover man.
S. Emerson Smith and Miss mented by Mrs. Nettie Bird Frost, Wednesday.
UP8TAIRS
rent.
three
furnished
Maine Growth Beginning To Reap
Liberal allowance for old electric cleaners.
rooms to let. hot and cold water, elec
Christine Moore have returned from contralto, who will sing the offertoChristmas trees and exercises will
pear. On Massachusetts and Rhode tric lights and bath. 17 CRESCENT ST.
151-153
rium "O Babe Divine" by Hamblen.
held in
church Sa’tur’da? at"?
three weeks' stay in Boston.
Easy terms—as low as
Island Coasts
SIX room house with bath, lights, gas.
and
Miss
Phyllis
Belasco.
violinist
o
.
clock
Sunday
there
will
be
special
An interesting item from the Press
to let. MRS. E C. GRANT, 184 South
147-tf
Herald's column of or.e hundred years wbo wi:l Play Berceuse by Goddard. 1 music morning and night. At night
The United States Bureau of Fish Main St. Tel S26-M
TO let ....
ago. is that Capt. Charles Copeland 44 ’-he prelude to the mass, and also there will be pageants of Christmas,
The Dirt Finder $450
SIX room house to let. with lights,
eries, aroused by the threatened eco
flush toilet, cellar, centrally located.
and two men were rescued by the cut- act as accompanist. As always the and also special music by orchestra
newest Hoover
150-152
TEL. 709-M
nomic
loss
to
fishermen
resulting
ter Morris from the schooner Jack- public is cordially invited to any or, and choir. All are urged to attend
feature for search
VERY attractive apartment to let, five
from the disappearance of eel-grass rooms
son. wrecked on Seguin ledges while all of these services. Christmas Day | these fine community gatherings,
and bath, hot water and heat the
ing out hidden
year around. Call 91 NORTH MAIN ST.
bound from Boston to Thomaston.
Holy Eucharist 9 a. m., evensong 7
Pupils in the schools,have again along the Atlantic coast, from North Tel.
180-J.
137-tf
dirt. Now built in.
William Manning was recently p. m.
done well in the sale of health Carolina to the Gulf of the St. Law
FOUR furnished rooms with bath to
let.
Inquire
MRS.
W.
S.
KENNISTON,
initiated into the Beta Kappa atthe
The regular food sale
sponsored stamps. This is a worthy cause and rence, is conducting laboratory ex 176 Main St. Tel. 874-W
144-tf
University of Maine
by the ladies of St. John’s parish every penny pays big dividends in the
EIGHT room apartment to let. all
periments to determine the cause of modern,
garage, over West End Market.
Willis J. Spear Jr.is spending the will be held in Walsh's store next health and happiness of the people ot
Thomaston. $12 month V. F. STUDLEY,
its disappearance.
283 Main St. Tel. 1154.
144-tf
week in Camden, guest of his gran 1- Saturday beginning at 2 o’clock I Maine.
A Boston investigation, exploring
MODERN tenement to let at 157 Talbot
parents Mr and Mrs W S Richard. Special Christmas orders may be
1
Ave. OVERNESS SARKESIAN.
128-tf
The Pythian Sisters will have a given to Mrs. Albert Hall. Mrs. Grace
the Massachusetts and Rhode Island
SEARSMONT
MODERN four and six room rents with
POWEI
OMPAHY
garage.
Partly
furnished
If
desired.
17
Christmas tree Friday evening at 8 Payson and Mrs. R F Watts, High
coast, has discovered that thick Orove St. R W. BICKFORD. Tel. 611-M.
The high school seniors played a
Please take a ten cent present for the street.
125-tf
masses of the grass are beginning to
WELL furnished apartment to let,
tree
1
The 8t. John Church school three-act drama Friday evening at
rooms, toilet and shed. 12 KNOX
Rev. Joseph W Strout's present ad- cn^taias
heid Holv Dirigo hall, “Listen to Leon." Robert j reappear, especially near the mouths three
ST Tel. 156-W
144-tf
dress is 45 Glenwood Circle. 8a«: Inno.ents Day. Dec. 28. starting BowIey in the freshman year and of rivers and in ponds fed by fresh
HEATED apaartmenta. ah modern, :our
rooms. Apply at CAMDEN
ROCKLynn. Mass.
with the evensong of Holy Innocence Ruth Olney played the leadln8 P»rt«- water.
LAND WATER CO. Tel. 634
144-tf
A surprise party was given lllss at 4 p. m.. followed by entertainment I" was a success wlth a large at
Eel-grass is essential for the protec
Mary McPhail upon her birthday an
tendance considering the stormy tion it affords scallops from their ene
in the parish hall.
niversary Monday evening at per
I night.
mies in the water, and from the de
home at the West End. Christens
MLss Bertha Day is visiting her structive heavy winds, as it holds the
$
BURKETTVILLE
decoration! dressed the rooms. A One
a
sister in Belfast for a few days.
scallops securely in their beds. Many
FOR SALE—Six room house, good lo
supper was served at 6 o'clock, and a
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Kennedy and
Among those home for Christmas “sets” have been swept ashore by on cation. price right. This property ls a
delightful evening was spent ln social Howard Rowell of East Oardner. are Ruth Miller and Louise Sprowl. shore gales.
good Investment. Its location la on a
cement road. ROBERT COLLIN8. Real
converse and games. Miss McPfiaU Mas:. were called here last week due
144-tf
The absence of eel-grass also ac Estate Agency.
The Farm Bureau met Friday of
was remembered with genertius gifts. to the illness of their brother Har- last week for the annual planning counts for the dearth of eels in locali
THE L E GRIFFIN house at 25 James
In addition to the family the euegts lar.d Rowell who is a patient at Knox meeting at the M. E. vestry. Mr. ties where they were formerly abun i St.. Rockland for sale Hardwood floors,
electric lights, large lot. Price right.
were Capt. and Mrs J. E. Creighton.
Apply to M. M GRIFFIN. Rockland. Me
Hospital.
Donahue conducted a tax meeting dant.
97-tf
Mrs. R O. Elliot. Mrs. Lucy Weston
While many reasons have been ad
Mr and Mrs. Maynard Sukeforih in the forencon session to both men
ar.d Mrs. John Hewett.
were business callers in Rockland and women, in the afternoon with vanced, no one has yet accurately de $!*>*•*****<******«»•*
• • • •
the men alone, while Miss Masse termined the cause of the decay of
Mr and Mrs. N. F. Andrews will Friday of last week
conducted
the planning for the new this sea grass. It is too early to tell
spend Christmas with her sister Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Payson of
whether the new growth will be per
W. H. Robinson.
East Union were callers cn Clara year. These officers were elected: manent, and the situation is being
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at RockChairman,
Mrs.
Mary
Bryant;
vice
The Mayflower Temple Pythian MacDowell Sunday.
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
studied carefully by bacteriologists 1 solicited.
H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
chairman,
Mrs.
Mabel
Cobb;
secSisters give notice that besides the
Frank Callahan and Mrs. Melinda
and scientists in the United States __________________________________ 144-tf
Christmas tree Friday evening at Cunningham of Union were Sunday . i ..ary-treasurer, Francslla Moody; and Canada, as well as England and
NOTICE—I have moved my office to 362
i clothing leader. Mrs. Inza Burgess;
Main St., over Newberry's 5 & 10c store.
their hall there will be a business filers at Almond Rowell's.
France, which countries report that , Come up. Telephone 415-W. Work by
food leader, Mrs. Effie Sybily; home
! appointment. DR.
J. H.
DAMON.
meeting before or after the tree.
Several of the youngsters of this management. Mrs. Julia Wentworth; the eel-grass is gone from their ! dentist.
144-tf
Th? birthday anniversary of Mrs
AUTOMOBILE repairing. Open eve
. vicinity are having whooping cough. publicity leader, Mrs. Harriet Knight. shores.—Fishing Gazette.
nings
and
Sunday.
Slmonlzlng
done
Benjamin Small?y Tuesday evening J
reasonably. O. L. BLACK, 3 Rockland
Prof. H. T. Mead of Columbia Uni
was recognized by a party given by • Mr$ Ada MitchcU passed Monday
144-tf
Hawaiian grown potatoes were 8t Tel. 233-J.
a few fricndc. Cards and refresh- n‘*ht and Tue£da>’ with her dau8h’ versity. is a guest of Mr. and Mrs.
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! Keys made to
shipped to the west, coast in the • order.
Keys*
made
to
fit
locks
when
Calahan at their home. Mr. Cala' ments were the features of the eve- Iter in Union.
largest quantities this year since the original keys are lost House, office or
ning. The guests were Mr and Mrs
Raymond Pease and Jesse Collins han was a former high s:hool prin- ..
r
u
i z
1
c&r- Code b<x)ks provide keys for all
discovery of gold in California.
locks without bother. S»issors and
Kenneth Pahs, Mr. and Mrs. Enoch • are working for George McLain of ' cipal here.
_______________________________________ i Knives sharpened Prompt service. ReaSTATE
OF
MAINE
sonsble
prices. CRIE HARDWARE OO..
Clark. Mr ar.d Mrs. Charles Smith. Liberty.
Mr. and Mrs. George 8ybley have Knox. ss.
Superior Court ! 408 Main St.. Rockland. Tel. 7PI.
To
the
honorable
Justice
of
the
SuI
______________
144-tf
and Mr. and Mrs. Earl Ris'.een. Olfts
s B Miuer- ECn Jesse and bought the little house here forperlor Court, next to be held at Rock
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all time*.
were presented to Mrs Smalley.
daughter Mrs. Silvio Roy accom- ’ m«ly known as Joseph Young's. land within and for the County of Prompt
service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
on the second Tuesday of Feb
Good weather, a large company at pftnled by Mrs Prank Hart of Ap. They will move it very soon onto the Knox,
144-tf
ruary. 1934.
I----------------------------------Hilda Elizabeth Brown, of - Camden. , WHEN IN BOSTON—Tou can nuy
(supper and a delightful progtam and pleton were visRors ,n Rockland place kr.cwn as the John Lane
County of Knox, State of Maine. • re- • copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
Chriztnm tree were all very phasing !
cf Iafit wcek
place. They have recently come spectfully represents; that she was a * home news, at the Old South News
party to a marriage uciciiiuih
ceremony priiuiincu
performed ,, Agency, Washington St„ next Old South
! to the Baptist ladies' circle WednesMrs ’Harland Rowell
spending here from Duluth, Minn., and have pui
at Elkton, ln the State of Maryland, on • Church; also at M. Andeiman’a 284
18th day of July. 1931. by a minister j Tremont Bt
, day. W.th Mrs. Susie Newbert as &
Mf and
many friends who will be glad they the
of the gospel, ln which ceremony Charles
Santa Clauj and many Joke girts
Frederick Brown, now of parts un
are to locate here.
. .
’
, Kimball of Rockland.
known was the other contracting party:
1 there was fun for everybody. Mrs. |
(Left) A. Leyden-Frost in his modern New York studio. (Center) Design of Leyden-Frott for a completely
that the said Hilda Elizabeth Brown
There will be a Christmas tree and I
i
Myrtle
Strong
with
her
young
lady
believed the said ceremony to be a law- '
aero-dynamic sedan. (Right) The history of the automobile's development, from the old fiacre to the
TREMONT
entertainment at the school house 1
ful marriage between her and the said
• artists and some children furnished
modern streamline, as sketched by Leyden-Frost.
Charles Frederick Brown; but that at j
the time of said alleged marriage the J
the program.
Plar.o duet, Mrs. Fl ,day af'erncon.
Mrs.
Flora
Latty
entertained
the
said Charles Frederick Brown had a
Important changes In automobile design of the near future are forecast by A. Leyden-Frost, famous Indus , Grace M Strout and Mrs. Amy • Mr and Mrs Ma>’nard Sukeforth
wife, living and not divorced, which
ladies
’
aid
Wednesday,
with
Mrs.
R.*a
trial engineer-designer. Aerodynamic science and scientific Btreamlinlng are superseding the primitive
fact was unknown to your petitioner ot I
, Tripp; reading, “Chrtetmas," Mrs A 1 were Sunday ca:lers at wiUard Ire‘ Wallace ass sting Hostess.
the time of her said alleged marriage [
auto designing which was based on the old borse-and-carriage tradition. Future design is to be entirely
but of which fact she became informed
I F. Rice; Lewis Tabbutt in cowboy !lan<1
functional—l.e—efficiency rather than precedent will rule. With the application of aero-dynamic science, autoCapt. John Latty has purchased a on
or about December 25th. 1931.
Wherefore, the said Hilda Elizabeth
mobillsts will experience great Increases tn economy, comfort and safety. Mr. Leyden-Frost declares. The
| son? and guitar accompaniment; |
new 1933 Ford coach.
Brown respectfully petitions thc hon
new science ls already being reflected in cars with rounded noses, wide fronts, tapering rears, roomie;' in
1SLESFORD
play, The Ord: r of Independent Wom
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Kittredge re orable court that It will declare said
teriors, and all-in-one-piece steel construction.
marriage between her and the said
en, art pupils; color drill by chllturned Wednesday to Lagrange where Charles
Frederick Brown to be null and ,
Mrs. Francis Arms'.rong and daugh they are teaching in the High School, void, and
that she be permitted to re
------------------------------------■ — dren; reading, Santa Claus.
sume her maiden name, Hilda Elizabeth \
ter
Lois
and
Miss
Clarice
Spurling
of
• , • .
TIMES HAVE ( HANGED
i less than nine and nothing over 13:’» may have teen retarded because oi <
after spending the weekend here with Benson.
MRS.
Camden. Maine. November 21. 1933.
differences between State laws, a dif -1 The story of Christmas is the theme Waterville ar? visiting their parents his parents Mr and Mrs. W. H. Kit
' inches.
HILDA ELIZABETH BROWN
HOME-MAKER
Mr.
ar.d
Mrs.
C.
A.
Spurling.
|L. S.|
As Seen In Legislative Action Enact
tredge.
Sentiments ol persons directly in ference that will r.ot maintain after of the Candle and Carol Service at
Subscribed and sworn to this twenty- j
Its the best place to find
Nathan and Thomas Mors? are
ing the Double-Gauge Lobster terested in the lobster industry ap the Maine legislation becomes effec-1 the Federated Church Sunday eve.Mrs. Harvey Mce-e ar.d Mrs. Jay first day of November. 1933. w
unusual bargains . . . and
Z. M DWINAL
ti
V
e.
ning.
Following
is
the
order
of
servhome
for
the
Chr
istmas
ho
idays.
Bill
Rc'ttbins
entertaine:
the
Tremont
peared to have changed somewhat
the best place to dispose
Notary Public. I
Very poss bly. a deciding factor in ’ ice: Prelude, Lovely Enfant, by
STATE OF MAINE
of unwanted things.
Verner Gilley is home from Cran- i woman's Club last w :k at the Olsen
from those prevailing when the sub
|L.
S
I
Proponents of the so-called double ject was under discussion last winter, the discussion was the attitude of Krekel; processional. O Come, All Ye berry Is’ ? where he has hid employ- chapel, McKinley,
Knox. SS.
Clerk's Office. Superior Court,
■ Mrs. Julia Newma- 'y spending a
gauge lebster legislation, defeated at when it was set up that thc double- I Commit oner Crie of Sea and Shore Faithful; prayer; scripture, Isaiah ment.
In Vacation
92; onthem. The Newborn King; The
Rockland.
December 20. A! D. 1933
gauge
bill
was
favored
by
the
dealers
fisheries
who
favored
the
bill,
deelarMr. and Mrs. J. L. Merrill spent a few weeks with her ...eo? Mrs. John
the regular session last winter, as in
Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered
and opposed by the fishermen. At ing that it would materially increase I Messenger of the Lord, carol, Good
That the Petitioner give notice to said
few days last wcek at their summer i Latty
several preceding sessions, grasped
Charles Frederick Brown to appear be- !
the hearing last week two Harpswell the supply of Maine lobsters.-Ban- Christian Mem Rejoice; The Shep- horn? h..?. They are having an ad- I
Mrs. Fiora Latty is conducting a fore our Superior Court to be holden at j
time by the forelock and renewed flshermen only opposed passage,' fccr Commercial.
herds; carol, Shepherds. Shak? Off dition pu. on their house.
I s?wing class three evenings each Rockland, within and for the County
of Knox on the second Tuesday of Feb- 1
Your Drowsy Sleep; The Heavenly
their claims at the special session, while among thc supporters of the '
week at her home.
ruary A D. 1934. by publishing an at-1
Mr. and Mrs. Frar.k Faulkinghafn
copy of said Libel, and this order j
Mr. and Mrs. M. R. hendren. Choir; carol, It Came Upon the Mid
with the result that the double-gauge bill was the secretary of the Maine
Th? lades’ aid netted about $35 at tested
Parcel Delivery
thereon, three weeks successively ln The
of Ea'::r's Island Lighthouse spent
night Clear; The Manger; carol.
Courier-Gazette,
a newspaper printed ln 1
Yakima.
Wash.,
each
from
a
fam

their
Chrietmas
sal?
and
entertain

bill has passed both branches and on Lobster Fishermen's Association.
Sunday with their little daughter
Rockland ln our County of Knox, the
What Child Is This; The Wise Men;
ment.
last publication to be thirty days at
Saturday was signed by Governor
In support cf the legislation. It was ! ily of 13 children. Recently they
Family Washings
Lilia at Mrs. Ar.n e Spurling's.
least prior to said r.econd Tuesday of I
achieved their ambition of having a carol, The First Noel; The PresentaFebruary
next, that he may there and
Brann. so that the r.cw standard for argued that a change in the law
Called
For and Delivered
Alton
Bunker
of
Cranberry
Isles
family of 13 children of their own j ticn". Nunc Dimlttls; carol. Long
then ln our said court appear and show
measurement of Inal letters will would put Maine on the same basis
cause, if any he have, why thc prayer
when the 13:h was born—a 10-pound l Years Ago In Bethlehem; The Light rp?nt thc weekend with his brother j
LET A WANT-AD of said Libellant should not be granted.
become effective ninety days from the with other states and with Canada
HERBERT T. POWERS
of thc World; recers onal, Whll? Alvah Bunker.
baby girl.
SOLVE YOUR
Justice of the Superior Court.
adjournment of the special session.
and would prove to 'be a step toward
Mrs. Grace M. Hallock left Satur
Shepherds Watched Their Flecks;
' A true copy of the Libel and Order of
Under this law lobs'ers can he expediting Federal legislation for the
PROBLEM
Tel. 106-R
day for Miltcn, Ma s., to spend
We are to have the "managed dol bened'.cMorr; choral amen.
the Court thereon.
taken from Maine waters, Irgally. benefit of the Industry, which may
Attest
:
Christmas
with
her
eon,
Russell
HadServices at the Church of St. John
MILTON M. ORIFFIN. Clerk.
cnly between the length limits of nine include a patrol embargo against lar." Trouble with most, of us has
152-Th-2
Baptist for the remainder of thc lodt.
been managing to get one.

(fhristnias

♦ LOST AND FOUND ;

•
WANTED
;
«**»***•**•*♦*♦»

"Don't let your Christinas shopping get you

down, Son! PH tell yon what all the
wives are asking for this year. . .

A New HOOVER

TO LET

CENTI

AINE

Forecasts Revolution ln Auto Design

REAL ESTATE

; MISCELLANEOUS J

«\
READ
IT

The Courier-Gazette
Light Trucking

Walter Dorgan

inches and 13% inches, or nothing, Canadian lobsters,

legislation

that

Thene

TTO

OClETY
In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information oj
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will bf
gladly received.
770 or 794
TELEPHONE
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Every-OtKer-Day

Traveling Around America

IM'MUHPWIWIMUlMlMiCtClSit'fSX’ete*''

Fuller - Cobb' Davis-

$

TEDDY’S—The ideal Christmas gift; only ............................................................... $ 1-98
PANTIES—Are always Her gift............................................................. 1.00, 1.95, 1.98

Mrs .Frank W. Ames of Matinicus
was a guest Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs.
E. H. Cameron, Pleasant street, on
her way to Boston to spend the holi
days with relatives.

Miss Jane WiLson is spending the
holiday season with her father, Walter Wilson, in Boston.

Mrs Herbert Mullen was hostess to WCWCWraiCVTCVClNItlClMlClMW
Chummy Club at bridge Tuesday eve
ning. honors going to Mrs. Frank
Fields and Mrs. Bertha Higgins.

SEND SOCIAL ITEMS

Miss Adelaide E. Cross who is with
Uie Unhersal Producing Company.
New York, expects to arrive Saturdaj i
to spend Christmas with her parents
Mr. and Mrs Justin L. Cross.

This ls the holiday season
when many readers of The
Courier - Gazette are coming
and going, and when there
are all sorts of indoor festivi
ties. This newspaper, publish
ing one of the most complete
social pages in the State, is
anxious to extend that de
partment to its utmost use
fulness, and to that end asks
that readers possessed of
social news call Mrs. Gladys
Morgan and pass it on to her.
The phone number is 794.

DANCE SETS—They all like these and even admire the low prices

.......................................................... 1.00 to 2-98

Christmas is nearly here and of course there arc

■ wards. Mrs. H. P. Blodgett as guest
speaker told entertainingly of her trip
to the World's Fa»r. Twenty-ont
, members and or.e guest were present.
Tea was sewed with Mrs. John I.
gnow pouring.

last

minute

gifts to buy.

What is more appropriate than lovely LINGERIE?
l’huto Grace Line

SILK VESTS AND BLOOMERS—Mu nsingwear—Fuller - Cobb - Davis
65c and 1-25
quality ........................................................................................................

BEAUTY AFLOAT
J JEltE is a raftful of Mexico's most
glorified girls dressed in brighthued native costumes, floating along
canals that out-Venice Venice. And
they are right hero on our own con
tinent in the “floating gardens'* of
Xochimilco in Mexico. Miles of spark
ling canals shaded with drooping
ahuehuete trees wind their way
through gorgeous gardens.
Roses,
lilies and sweet peas perfume the air.
Indians pole flower-bedecked barges
through the water-lilies while their
fares strum guitars and make love.
It is a scene that takes one back to
/the days when Xochimilco was the
playground of the Aztec Emperors;
and the canals, the setting for love
scenes between the Spanish swains
and their Indian sweethearts.
In
those days the gardens really floated.
The flowers were planted on beds rest

ing on rafts made ot sticks held to
gether with vines, and could be poled
around to places where they would
show up most effectively.
Today the gardens are stationary
and strange craft — like the modern
cafe boat serving black beans and
becr-have Joined the dug-out canoes
of the mussel-catchers and the
Romeo-and-Jullet barges that for cen
turies have animated its canals. Yet
Xochimilco remains practically un
changed and the trip to the "Floating
Gardens'* is as popular with modern
travelers visiting Mexico City on the
32-day fortnightly cruise-tours from
New York and San Francisco as it
was with the ancient Aztecs The rail
route from Mexico City to Xochimilco,
which lies but a few miles to the
south, is especially enjoyable offering
many interesting close-ups of the In
dians and their colorful villages.

JONES-CLARK

SW
SILK SLIPS
Pink Slips, White Slips ... and all the other lovely fascinating pastel colors that
predominate in very fine underwear.

198 and 2.S8
WC
NIGHT GOWNS! Dainty and feminine ... a very pleasing Christmas gift.
Priced .......................................................................................................... 1.00, 2.98 5 50

WCM
NEGLIGEE ... a gift every woman can
and colors imaginable. And
We have them in all shades . . . sizes

Santa suggests that you give Her ... a

use.

NEW YORK STYLES

prices? . . . Low?

Miss Linr.ie Clark. R. N.. a gradu- ; Mexican Influence Seen In
i ate of Sisters' Hospital, Waterville
the Mode—A Feature of
!' was united in marriage to Harold A.
Miss Christine Norwood of Auburn
Modern Table Settings
[ Jcnes of Fairfield at the bride's home,
is guest of Mrs. Damie Gardner for
i 83 South Main street, Rockland, Dec.
the holiday season.
(From New York-Paris Fashions)
i 17. The ceremony was performed by
Clothes for cruise and southern r
! | her father James L. Clark.
The Itoocvik Club met Tuesday j
resort wear are stressing flamboy- 1
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Fred 1
A highly distinguished novelist' ant Mexican colors—strong, crude
T. Vcazie. Checking over Christmas i
j
frequently
found himself traveling ! rust and reddish browns
&r£,
health seals occupied the greater part
! in a train with two very talkative I t
.
of the afternoon, the returns showing
„ .
.
.
other dark colors with white or
i women.
Having recognized him
gratifying results. It was voted to
Mr. and Mrs R. E. Thurston are ex from his published portraits, they natura' background, and these ln
purchase a health bond and to make j
pecting as holiday guests Mr. and opened fire on him in regard to his , simple bold
designs, including
several Christmas gifts along the Un?
Mrs. J. F. Nelson and Mr and Mrs. novels, praising them in a manner stripes in striking contrasts. This
of charity work the club undertakes t
O. E. Theller, of Wollaston, Mass.
which was unendurable to the sen- coior vitality with its "La Hacienda'*
each year. On Monday evening there
is to be a party at thc home of Mrs , Mrs. Millie Thomas and Mrs. C. A. sitive author. Presently the tram t inspiration one not.ss net only in new
R. H. Britt, with the husbands as I
| entered a tunnel, and ln the dark- '
1 fabrics but. in millinery and accesso
Packard entertained the E.F.A. Club
' ness the novelist raised the back of
special guests.
yesterday at dinner and bridge at the
ries featured in displays for those
! his hand to his lip and kissed it
former's home. Honors were won by
are
trekking
southward.
Mrs. Mary Carrillo ana daughter Mrs. C E Rollins. Mrs A. M. Moody, I £Oundly' When “«ht ^turned he who
More
than
that
it's
a
new
note in in
Mary Rose are spending the holiday Mrs. Orrin F. Smith and Mrs. L. F. f3und the tw° women regarding one
terior
decoration,
particularly
in less j
season in New York.
chas?
J another in icy silence. Addressing
formal interiors There are new
them with great, suavity, he said:
Mexican designs and colors in rooms
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Horrocks are
The December meeting of the Con "Ah. ladies, the one great regret of
visiting relatives in Rcckland, Mass.,
and in table settings, including In
gregational Missionary Society was my life will be that I shall never
until after the holiday.
dian and peasant effects in table
held yesterday at the home of Mrs. know which of you it was that kissed
cloths, pottery, jugs, glassware, bas
Mrs. Dorothy Lawrence, dietitian at W. S. Rounds, Mrs. Charles Merritt me!"
kets and whatnots fitting into the
Wells College, Aurora. N. Y., Ls home assisting. A Christmas program was
mode for national themes and of
directed
by
Miss
Annie
Frye,
and
for the holidays.
I JUST P'TEND
fering interesting relief from things
music arranged by Mrs. John M. I Jes' p'tend my Daddy's alive.
1
of
Oriental cut and color that have
At
Mama
doesn't
have
to
work.
Everett Frohock is home from Pomeroy included carols and a duet
At she can stay at home all day.
pervaded the mode for some time.
Wheaton (III.) College for the holiday by Laura Pomeroy and Nathalie EdAn' doesn't have to go an' clerk

recess. His brother. Wilbur Frohock,
of Brown University is in St. Louis
for the holiday season.
------Mrs. J. A. Nichols arrived Sunday
from Bcston to spend several weeks
with her daughter. Mrs. Almon M
Young.

trimmed with the most

Lumi'.ous Satin

Rich. . . Soft . . . Silk Lingerie
extravagant looking laces.

The Woman's Auxiliary of St.
Peter’s Church meets this afternoon
at 2 30 in the Undercroft.

Mr. and Mrs. H. Ernest Keywood go
to Boston tomorrow to remain over
the holiday.

3

LINGERIE!

Miss Leonora Hodgdon of Red
Bank, N. J., arrives Saturday to spend
the holidays with her sister, Miss
Prances Hodgdon.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fuller and
daughter Alice Mae of Olencove left
Tuesday for Florida where they will
spend the winter.

£

WEARABLES ARE ALWAYS WELCOME AND
CHRISTMAS GIFTS MEAN

Mr. and Mrs. J M. Bartlett, South
Thomaston , have as guest lor a
month their daughter, Mrs. R. L. 1
Kirk, of Drain, Oregon.

Every effort ls being nut forth to
make the dinner dance on New Years
r.lcht at The Thorndike, for benefit!
cf Knox Hospital, a mammoth suc
cess. Proprietor O'Neil in his cus
tomary generous manner is throwing
open the entire hotel for the use of
thc patrons of the affair, which is be
ing tpansored by the Monday Con
tract Club. Reservations may be
made with either Mrs. John Haines
McLoon, Mrs. Cleveland L. Sleeper Jr.
Mr-»w Seymour Cameron or Mrs.
; Arthur K Qrne. Al Rougier's Orchc’ira will provide music.

rmwwwww**««*•***
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1.98 to 5.98

PAJAMAS

BATH ROBES

What gift

FLANNEL ROBES

would please

Her

any more than a beautiful pair of

3.98

•

silk pajamas ... in all pastel shades

4.50

5-98

. . . blue . . . and pink predominat

ing.

HEAVY WOOL . . . soft faced

Priced:
ft

3.98

I

1.E0 to 5.50

MEN’S SILK UNDERWEAR
MUNSINGWEAR
White Only

Shirt and Shorts

79c each

• • • 4

In at ol' store—I Jes' p'tend.
An' I p tend at we all live
In a big house in a fine street.
An' at we have a dra' big car.
An' tots of llclous things to eat.
An' lots of clothes—I Jes' p’tend.

Of course they are low!

'

1

Table Settings Feature Cellophane

The newest thing in modem table
settings is the use of Cellophane as
,I Jes
. . p ..tend the kids at school.
1 table cloth covering—adding a
Don’t laugh at my or clothes an' shoes ; practical as well as a glamorous note.
An' at they all like me—a lot—
_
.
,
,
At sometimes ln the games they choose Ir a current showing of formal
Miss Faye Hodgkins went yester- Me, too. to piay—i Jes' p tend
tables of yesterday and today" now
day to Brunswick to attend the house An’ after school. I Jes' p'tend.
on display in a smart New York shop,
Rubinstein Club holds a guest eve- ' party at the Kappa Sigma fraternity
When I go home again an' cook
a bride's table in modern manner *3lSikMk*XXS)S.S.X
an* dust tiki Mama comes.
ning Friday, thc program, "Thc Music j house, Bowdoin College. Miss Mary An'Atsweep
I'm a princess in a book!
features plain transparent Cello
of Spain, Mrs. Ethel Sezak as chair- ' Lawiy came on from the Sargent It's lots of fun. Jes' to p'tend.
phane
covering the ivory satin
man. to begin at 8 o'clock. Each School of Physical Education for the An' me an' Mama, wc p'tend
!
At wc are catln' ol! gold plates.
dama;k cloth and in a deep pleating
member may invite one guest, mem- , same party.
'At we have turkey an' Ice cream
1 An' cake an' raisins, nuts an' dates- txtending to the floor and entirely
bers participating in the program or
bMl3iai2i3)3;9lX3l9iXXSlX3iSiXX2'.X.XS;9)' An' oh. yes. butter!—we p'tend.
BASEMENT COMING INTO ITS OWN
around the table. This modern
serving on a committee privileged to
A POPULAR PRESENT
An' when I go to bed at night
background sets off most effectively
Invite two.
i I Jes' p'tend 'at I am not
AS INHABITABLE PART.OF HOUSE
a chromium candlestick centerpiece,
j So awful cold. I snuggle down
An' make believe at I'm TOO HOT—
Thc chanres are two to one
Philip Rounds of New York arrives,
; the straight-forward design in china
j Sometimes all night, I Jes' p'tend.
that somebody has not yeti
tomorrow to spend Christmas with
i and glassware, and makes an inter
decided what to buy for an
An’ when I hear the kids all talk
Rooms Can Be Built Inexpensively by Use of Pressedhis parents, Rev. and Mrs. W. S.
'Bout Santa Claus an' his reindeer.
esting contrast to the bride's table
absent friend. What better,
wood, Wall-board, Some Paint
An'
all
the
things
he's
going
to
bring.
Rounds.
or more reasonable in price
in Victorian manner, with its highI Jes' p'tend at he’ll stop here!—
and Little Ingenuity
than a year’s subscription to
) I wish he knew how I p'tend!
topped wedding cake centerpiece and
Miss Margaret Mansfield and Miss , i The Courier-Gazette, or even
! For maybe, then he'd bring or send
ornateness of 'setting in general.
Alice Mansfield of Pigeon Cove, Mass, j half a year. It goes into that
I Some things to US—like T p'tend.
—N. Y. Times.
home three times a week, full
This same display of table sett/ngs
and Mrs. Katherine Quinn and Mar- ! j of
news from cover to cover
features the transparent Cellophane
tin Mansfield of Rockport. Mass, were : i and we do the wrapping and
covering also on a gay holiday table.
oalled here by the death of their !
pay the potage. Give us the
’

^5

Remember Our S. & H. Stamps
Mail and Telephone Orders
Promptly Filled

Fuller - Cobb - Davis:

brother James E. Mansfield.
Mrs. Nellie Shibles is at the Glencove home of her parents. Mr. and
Mrs E. E. Maxey following several
weeks spent with relatives in Augusta
and Waterville.

address, plus S3 or SI-50 and
the trick is done.

wcipeMiMickeiecKicuwcuisKicwcM

Mabel (studying geography)
Nurse, I'm so glad Mummy's only
got us three children.
Nurse—Why. dear?
Mabel—Btcaue it says here that
every fourth child born into the
world is Chinese.

A gold piece, minied in 1847. was
received al Pleasant Grove, Utah, in
paymi r.t of 1933 automobile taxes.
Fear was expressed by the taxpayers
that the piece was worthless becausa
the United States ts off the gold
standard, according to M. D Radmall
deputy county assessor.

FRIDAY

Lacquered Fabric Tablecloths

Lacquered fabric tablecloths in
new designs and colors including pat
terns in both vivid dark and light
backgrounds are now Being featured
by leading New York stores. There';
a new "bubble" pattern carried out
on both white and dark background,
Make Desirable Christmas the latter particularly effective when
matching other color accents in a
Gifts
rcom with walls and furniture in
We have a good selection grcy biege and off-white shades.
i

PLANTS
AND FLOWERS

The Wawenock Club met Monday
evening with Miss Minnie Smith,
th? response to roll call being made
with quotations from the writings of
Edwin Markham Following current
Mr. and Mrs. Wyman Foster and
events ar.d question box study. Mrs.
daughter of Newcastle are with Mrs.
Evelyn Snow presented a paper on
Fester's parents, Mr. and Mrs Frank
Edwin Markham, reading his best
W. Fuller, Talbot avenue, until after
known poem “The Man With the
the holidays.
Hoe,” Mrs. Abbie Campbell's paper
Charles Coughlin, who is employed j
011 "San Francisco." and she also I from w^jch you may choose. , The former makes a smart practical
contrast, against darker colors.
in Salem, N. J., is expected Saturday read a most interesting paper on
75c to S'2.0)
• • • •
to spend thc holidays witn his par “Seattle" prepared and sent by Mrs. I Jaranese Grape Ivy,
a “stylish” trail ng vire for your
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Q. Cough John D. Davis, a former member of
Clicthes For Restaurants
mantle
the club who now resides in Seattle.
lin, Rankin street.
In anticipation of repeal's bringing
75c
The meeting cf Monday. Jan. 1, will Christmas Peppers,
back
old restaurant life, New York
Jcusilem Cherries,
85c
Priscilla Lovejoy gave a Christmas be with Mrs. Susie Campbell.
Cyclamen,
1.50 to 2.00 shops arc stressing clothes for resparty Saturday evening, her guests
CJc to 4.00 i taurant dining. The classic black
being Nancy Snow, Barbara Griffin,
There is yet opportunity to get o Poinsettia:,
velvet is noted with its high neck
Mary Dodge, Bai bara Derry. Doro lading Christinas gift of a framed !
ALSO LITTLE PLANT AND
and long sleeves ln dozens of new
thy Frost, Dorothy Sherman, Laura picture or motto at Gregory's Picture
POTTERY NOVELTIES
versions. Geld and silver lames are
Pcmeroy, Clarence Peterson, Richard & Framing Shop, 406 Main St., over
AND CUT FLOWERS
featured as blouses or tops for some
Ellingwood, Richard Marsh, CharJCS Crie Hardware Co. Tel. 254.—adv. '
of
the smartest dinner gowns. The
Toner, Gordon Richardson, Stanley
velvet jacket suit with off-white
Farnham, Gardiner Brown and Bobby
Salmon fishing was simp’.e for Al
ROCKLAND satin blouse or metal cloth blouse is
He 371 MAIN ST.,
Hills. A gaily decked Christmas tree bert Snyder, Glendale, Ore.
decidedly favored at the moment.
was the dominant note of decorations trcl'.ed for half a day without bite,
Games were played, and Priscilla was then a 20-,pound Chinook suddenly
There arc three chickens on farms
pronounced by all her guests as a leaped from the water and landed in
his boat.
fcr cash person in tlie United States.
mest charming hostess.

Silsby’s Flower Shop

dorolhea
co i e c
NE ot the most expensive Items
in building a house is the base
ment. yet, considering its cost,
is probably the least used part of
the home.
Wit* the Increasing installations
of oil burners and gas heating, the
basement is becoming more and
more an inhabitable part of the
house. From a storage room for
the lawn-mower, the garden tools
and various odds and ends, it Is
emerging as a comfortable recrea
tion room, a study, a play room for
the children, a home workshop, an
amateur photographer's studio, ra
dio operator's room or^ homo taproom.
In reclaiming the basement,' oifc
can spend as little or as much as
he chooses and can afford. There
may be paneled walls, hard-wood
floors, draperled windows and oxpouaive .furnishings, if onewishes

O

to spend the money.’ But for only
a few dollars the ordinary base
ment can be converted into a very
it
cozy and attractive place.
All that really is necessary is to
erect partitions to set the recrea
tion room, or whatever else it Is to
be, aside from the furnace room
and that part or the basement used
for storage, and to use a little in
genuity in decoration. , Partitions
of long, wide boards of pressed
wood are Ideal for the purpose.
Any carpenter can install them
quickly or you can do the Job your
self if you are at all handy with
a saw and hammer.
The partition walls may bo left
natural or painted. Foundation
walls, which ordinarily form at
least two sides of the room, can be
painted with a wet-water paint.
If the floor is concrete, floor or
deck paint should be used.

k

CRADLE SONG'

A

Paramount Picture

SATURDAY
ZANE GREY S

'“The Thundering Herd”
rj

with

RANDOLPH SCOTT
HARRY CAREY
ADDED
"KIT ( ARSON" No. 3

STRAND)

JUDITH ALLEN
BUSTER CRABBE
NOW FLAYTNG
"STAGE MOTHER"
with ALICE BRADY

Shows: 2, 6.30, 8.30: Cont. Satur
day. 2. to 10.30
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RADIO FANS' VIEWS

RUSSIA AND WORLD AFFAIRS

Camden Mountains Nucleus of a National Park ?

GORHAM NORMAL
Jazz, Crooners, Advertising,
Stale Jokes and Smart
Alecks Chiefly Objected To

(By Edna Delaney) ,

,

Mc.nbci cf the house committee
have been busily at work on their
pans fc» C.ill'.mas. Following a
Nov. 16, by Henry Felton Huse of North Haven. ]
. ? cn < n;-?r. there will be a tree
nr-1 an exchange of gifts in the East
Hall dining room. Dr. and Mrs WalIn thinking about Russia and World Affairs we arc not children upon
jlU. .ji wiji
rptclal guests.
the seashore thinking in terms of pebbles. \\ e are not boys at play, think
the
reruMlnj
analysis:
la
er
in
the
evening
there
will be a
ing in terms of marbles, baseballs or footballs. We are not the wardrir: ir. iionl of the open fireplace in
heeler thinking in terms of cobblestones, and the petty politics from which
As a gianc? at the table will show, tb? Kobic Hall llbraiy. Miss Clco
he collects his graft. In thinking about Russia and World Affairs we are
jml. jds a’.i the rest In the parade ot
wU, bc leadc.
statesmen, economists, philosophers, preachers, prophets thinking in terms
figures, with 10876 afain t and or.ly
of continents, world systems, world relationships, the ideas and ideals that
518 favorable. Next come the croon
1 .re Faculty Study Club had a very
have to do with business, industry, economics, government, the ideas and
ers, with an adverse vole of 9636 io a re. ting topic under riiscuvlon last
ideals that have to do with philosopht and religion, the attitudes and
meager 64. Nearly 8C00 turn thumts n,rx,inK This
-Dramatic Pro
character that make for peace or war, that have to do with our destinies adown on radio advert'sing that Is “ex- ductions o. the Stage. Screen and
individuals, and our destinies as nations.
i ces.lve, too lonj, cheap, superfluous.' Cpcra.". Thtlma Hoibiook was chair
Russia is a big subject because Russia is a big country. It is big in
1 More than 5C0C loin to eor.de mi man. Among members present were
area, more than eight million square miles, almost three times continental
' “comeT'ans who are net funny, cheap E direr Wood of Blue Hill; Jessie
United States. It is big in population, more than IbO millions of people.
humor, fta.e jokes, wise-crackers,
ne C( Waldoboro. Miss Harriet
It is big in natural resources, and in the genius and abilities of its people.
smart-aleck comedians who laurjh at ,Tiatk of Rockland; and Jeanette
Russia is a big sub'ect for it is the kev to the understanding of world
their own ;ol.cs ar.d poor humorous | Jchn;cr of Applcton
affairs, the axis around which world affairs rotate, and the present dayskits.”
[
....
challenge to the politics, the economics the religion that have built up
St j songs, blues singers, torch sing
Katherine True of Heipe was one
our Western State System, and the Western Civilization, and what in
ers ai d sopranos are others on the cf the Camp Fire girls who studied
our estimate records the highest level of human attainment since the
negative e:. 1 of a tig vote.
the making of Christmas cards by
dawn of time.
It may come as a shock to the many- spatter painting at the meeting held
In order to understand Russia, and world affairs we need to get the
admirers of Jimmy Durante, radio recently.
’
perspective of history. The Roman Empire w as built upon the founda
• • • •
and screen comedian, to ;ead that
tions of militarism and slavery. With the breakup of the Empire and
while 630 put his name in the dislike
The Alpha Lambda Beta fraternity
the creation of states and papal estates we see the establishment of Feud
[ column, only 90 voted for him. In our is presenting the school library with
alism. Briefly Feudalism was a tortn of land tenure, a scheme of gov
, opinion, this does not necessarily seme books on Industrial Art subjects.
ernment, an economic and social system. In return for military service
mean that Mr. Durante is no* gener- The fraternity will pay half the cost
the king granted land to the big barons, and the big barons to the lesser
. ally popular. It does show that the and the State the rest. Earle Achorn
barons, and so on all the way down the social scale until the humblest
' 630 cn whom his particular style ot of Rockport is one of the young men
peasant for the plot of land he was privileged to cultivate responded to
clowning grates recoided tha! fact, denating these books.
the call to arms from the man above him. The peasant was bound to
while his admirers failed to vote for
the land and for what protection he got from the lord of the manor he
him in sufficient numters. On a d:- Sixty-eight members of the Glee
rendered military service. It was a time of chronic anarchy and neigh
Creation of a National Forest Park Moran that the Governor had signed, forest, national park or national j tional Pa,rk Service a project for rest vote, for ar.d against this par- . Club ; will Join with the orchestra in
borhood warfare.
in the Camden hills under the an act authorizing the Federal Qov- monument purposes and today got making a national monument of the t cular star, the result might be dif- I presenting a Christmas Concert in
With world discovery, invention, steam, machines, factories, there authority of a law enacted bv the ernment to purchase forest lands for in touch with Maine officials to see site of the old blockhouse at Stock- ferent. In fairness to Mr. Durante Ru:tell Hall Dec. 23. Glee Club memwas effected the industrial revolution, the creation of big business, world Legislature Monday has been re.'- park purposes in Maine. They urged whether the enabling act is broad, ton Springs. The embankments are and others who suffered an adverse [ bers will go caroling on the preced
markets, world trade and commerce, the capitalistic system. It is this ommended to the Federal Govern- Representative Moran to seek the enough to cover such possibilities, still visible, Moran says.and t.he land vote, we reiterate that this was not a ing Thursday night Mary Stocksystem that has given us the world as we see it today. It is competition ment by Representative Moran.
establishment of a park in the moun- He has in mind the mountainous sec- is the property of the Government, poll of the general public., but a test bridge of Rockland is a member of
for world-markets that has created in the past, but never more so than
Representative Moran’s action was tains of Kncx Countv out of a fund tions of Knox County. He has dis- since it is part of the site of the Fort conducted only among the readers of the Glee Club. Helen Stone of Cam
today, our national problems, difficulties, differences, strifes, competitions, in response to a telegram forwarded of $2,000,000 which the Federal Gov- cussed with the National Park Serv- Point Lighthouse. This was the the Literary Digest.
den is In both the orchestra and Glee
that as they get out of control, have led to war, and continue to threaten to him Tuesday by Senator McLoon ernment is said to have set aside for ice the chances of taking a Knox J place selected in 1759 by William
Similar cases are: Walter Winchell. Club. '
• • • •
war.
and Representatives Arthur K purchases of Maine forest land.
area for a national park, since it Pitt as the northernmost outpost of who had an unfavorable vote of 614
to
134;
Kate
Smith.
544
to
238;
A1
The
Varsity
basketball
team opened
Walker. Everett N. Hobbs and Neil
Moran suggested to J. C Kershaw presents a unique combination of the English in the New World and
the
plans,
which
were
never
realized
Jolson.
414
to
92;
Bert
Lahr.
236
to
54:
[he
season
with
a
51-23
victory over
Let me quote a paragraph from “The Intelligent Man's Review- of A Fogg of the Knox delegation.
Northeastern forester, that other mountain, lake and forest.
Cab Calloway, 159 to 58; Boswell > the Alumni Quintet.
Europe" in which the authors, Mr. and Mrs. Cole, give the result of
areas
in
Maine
might
be
acquired
for
|
He
has
also
discussed
with
the
Nain
full,
are
still
extant.
The Knox delegation informed Mr
Sisters, 164 to 40: Ruth Etting. 92 to
their travels and study. "Some thirty states are attempting to achieve
The Massachusetts Club held a
MacNamye. 104 to 54;
a favorable balance of trade, each at the expense of every other country. Lakes and all along the line the Russians were mowed down by \ on NORTHW EST MOUNTED and two dog teams covered 1700 miles 1j 80; Graham
Orphan Annie, 238 to 144. Chiistmas dar.ee Saturday night.
Simultaneously thev increase their tariff*, raise their taxes, and with one
hem taken prisoners. The
-------m 81 days., and this was in Arctic
gklppy ' gHa Johr
_,
Johnson
of Melrose, Mass., a
exception, Denmark, they are increasing their armaments. In the effort Hindenburg, and tens of thousands of them
territory
over
glaciers
and
across
I
"terrific impact of the German military machine upon Russia brought Canatja'8
famous
Police
:
summer
resident
of Camden, was one
142
to
14
to correct the faulty distribution of purchasing power, they adopt meas
miles of rough sea ice. The inspector
overwhelming disaster to the entire economic, social and political struc- ,
Among the hundreds of letters sup- of the committee in charge,
ures that increase the maldistribution of wealth and destroy the ability
Force Ending 60th Year— described the journey in a matter
ture of the Romanoff State." Russians killed in the war were 1,700,000.1
plementir.g the ballots were many at
to consume. Like lunatics, they stand ready to rush at one another's
cl
I rv 1 \ I
. D
of-faet way as if it were just an ordlThe Christmas number of the
The wounded were 4,950,000.
1 he prisoners and missing were
Shoot Only As Last Resort nary
pa.v part. of.,.
v
,
s
routine
Thcre
throats, and in their madmen's riot, eradicate by fire, poison, steel, and
the year’s routine. There tacking jazz and crooning.
Craclc was distributed to the students
2,500,000. The total casualties, 9,150,000.
Among
other
dislikes
expressed
by
famine, all the surviving elements of European civilization.'
is one rule inflexibly obeyed by every
With everything in collapse it is hardly to he wondered that Russia
The Northwest Mounted Police,
readers, but not conta’ned in the Thursday. This contained Campus
Now the question that agitates serious minded men and women today
Mountie. and that Is: Shcot only as
felt it was useless for her to keep on. Food riots multiplied in the cities. which the public always finds a sub
I notes, editorial and other items of
a last resort. That is the real secret table, were the following:
more than at any other time is this: Has the capitalistic system had its
There was mutiny at the front. There were insidious forces at work ject of romantic interest, is Just com
Broadway
ar.d
Hollywood
news
and
1 general interest. Mildred Turner of
day? Has it fulfilled its appointed mission? Has it broken down? Is
of th“ success of the Royal Canadian |
in the court that in order if possible to save the I sar his throne sought > pleting Its 60th year of service, and
chatter, canceling programs for po Jefferson, and Helen 8tonc arc mcmit doomed? The question is—in the sweep of the centuries and the
Mounted Police.”
and favored peace with Germany.
Mid all the strikes and revolts 1 m this connection it is interesting to
litical talks, chummy comments by beic of the news staff.
increasing complexities of human relationships is it manifest destiny for
• • • •
.
, ,
.
maiiiiesi ucsuii) ioi X icholas 2nd in March, 1917, abdicated the throne. A provisional ' note that there is living inRockland
announcers and performers, contests,
WHAT
CAUSES
A
CLOUDBURST
this svstem to he supplanted bv some other, a new capitalism, socialized
. I
Amy Lowell was the poet discussed
,
•
government was set up. Its Duma or parliament was made up nf the I a former member of the ior.e.
electrical
transcriptions,
financecapitalism, fascism, socialism, or out and out communism.
' k
’
liberal middle da** or bourgeoisie along with the mild socialists. It was 1 Thomas Kane, day c.erk at Hote.
company money and loan talks, for at the last meeting of the Poetry
In addressing 250 students of Boston University last Sunday night in at this time that Kerensky assumed leadership, and sought to keep Rufeia J Rockland. The current issue ol
There is no such thing as a cloud- tune telling. Interruption of a pro Club. Several of her poems were
the Ford Hall Forum, George Coleman, who is the head of the Babson in the war, pave the wav for a constituent assembly, and the solution o'r j Pathfinder has this to say about the burst in the true sense of the word.
gram for other than station identifi read by members and there was a
Institute said this: "We are passing from an old capitalism into a new
Strong upward currents of air some•Mounted."
all Russia's problems, in the middle class parliamentary democracy.
cation. liquor, beer and cigarette ad group reading of Sea Shell. Kath
status. The old era has ended. It has ended wit^ closed hanks, disThose ®guardians of law and order times cause t.he raindropsuto become
One
of the
greatest speeches
ever made
of .Kerensky
VZIIV ui
i.iv Kivaiv.-«1
9|JVVVI1V? vwva
muuv was
»»«;> the
n.v speech u.
xx.vh,^. ,|
.
. I vertising.
VCrUSU.g, Iliu:4U1U..
’£ n
marathor. VUICCS.
dances, U21U
using
a erine True and Helen Stone of Cam
credited bankers, surplus produce, starving people, rising taxes, reduced in the big imperial theatre in Moscow. The great theatre was packed who police a territory from the plains | suspended until either the UP*ar^ musical background
for advertising den, attended.
■ II III*.
BBSS y '*- B I B11 WSB^BBBBW, IBB — • W.—
. -w
->
■
incomes, millionaire racketeers, unpaid teachers, powerful gangsters, ' with the wealth of the country, the nobility, the big industrialists and t0 the Yukon, and across the Arctic air currents weaken or so much
• • • a
or announcing, patent-medicine ad
impatient citizens."
These members of the faculty will
financiers, and in the main body of the theatre thcre was jammed in sol to Hudson Bay and Baffin Island— water accumulates that they are | vertisements. parades, reading letters
A year ago, in an address, in New York city, in connection with the
the Rcyal Canadian Mounted Police unable to support it. Then follows j
diers in uniform, peasants, and every representative of the country.
and telegrams from listeners. 'Send spend the Christmas recess at home:
visit of Sir Arthur Salter to this country, Thomas W. Lamont, of the
Pale and emaciated from a recent major operation, Kerensky spoke j —are celebrating this year their 60tn the deluge commonly called a cloud- j in your name and get a free sample,"’ Miss Jeanette Johnson, Ajjpleton;
House of Morgan, admitted that the capitalistic system had developed for a solid two hours. He pictured the men in the trenches, and the pri- i anniversary,
burst.
Miss Harriet Trask, Rockland; Miss
trash, profanity, vulgarity.
weaknesses which require more than patchwork attention. He said:
It
was
back
in
1879.
when
the
Jessie Keene, Waldoboro, and Miss
vations and sufferings they endured without complaint. He rebuked
"I am one who believes that we must rebuild on the basis that is still the culture and comforts and case of those in the cities. He ended with I Car.ad.an government came into posA mother cat and two newly-bom
Esther Wood, Blue Hill.
under us We must in the phrase of Mr. Lippman continue to live in the appeal of Calvary, the appeal of the cross, the appeal of suffering sess:on of the unexplored lands ot kittens were found on a Rock Island I
• • • •
the house while rebuilding it. You may call that house if you will the for the common good, the salvation, the welfare of Russia. When he ‘hc &rcat Northwest, that some means railroad tank car when it pulled into I
Students who plan to go home Fri
prevented if skin is well cleansed with
capitalistic system. It has been in its building since the Dark Ages. It finished w omen rushed forward and threw their gents and jewelry upon i
protecting the p:one.ring aet.lers the Om-aha iNob.) yards. Kindly non-irritant soap. Thousands use only day are: Helen Stone, Katherine
has with all its ups and downs brought to mankind increasing comfort the platform. The whole theatre rose en masse in a great emotional 1 f’cm warrlng_Indian attacks bad to trainmen fed. but did not disturb, the I
Tiue, Mary Stockbridge, Anita Gattl,
and happiness. It is still a tough structure and will not easily topple over.
Earle Achorn. Dorothy Knight and
response. Kerensky spoke for two hours. 1 heir enthusiasm lasted just be devised. The format.on oi tne (eline family, which continued on its
Its serious weaknesses need more than patchwork attention.”
North Wert Mounted1 Police three way to Kansas City.
Mildred
Turner.
two day*! While the Duma deliberated and delayed peasants seized
So then the question that every nation is asking, including our own,
years later at Stone Fort. Just south i
the estates of the nobles, workers took possession of the factories, soldier*
of Lake Winnipeg, was the solution I
is economically—what shall we do to be saved? In Russia we have the
threw down their arms.
At the end of a year's Intensive tram-!
answer that the tnan in overalls is giving us. the man with the pickaxe, the
man with the hoe. the man in the mines and factories and mills, the
1 ing 300 members of the Police;
Assembling in Moscow and other places, peasants, workers and sol ' cleaned up 2000 miles of unknown teransw er of the so-called proletariat, the man at the bottom of the economic
diers
organized their councils or soviet*. I he majorities in the*e councils j ritory. says a bulletin of the National
ladder, the man without surplus or income save that he may earn by his
or the bolsheviks, elected their deputies, who in grand assemble spoke Geographic Society. Treaties were
daily wage.
for the war-weary masses, the partition of the vast estates, the sociali made with the Indians, horse stealers
zation of industry. Then as Professor Schuman of the University of and murderers given a taste of Justic'In Italy under Mussolini and in Germany under Hitler we have the
Chicago declares “there ensued the most revolutionary and far-reachin; and Ft. Whoop-Up. hangout o!
answer of the bourgeoisie, or the great middle class of people, the answer
i six'ial upheaval of modern times, demolishing utterly the existing ecowhisky traders was raided. Before J
of the tens of thousands of tradesmen, store-keepers, clerks, ex-soldiers
, nomic and social fabric of Russia, and shaking all western society to its
the "Mounties" could make the re
without jobs.
foundations.”
turn march winter caught them and
And in other countries we have the answer of the big industrialists,
With their slogans "All power to the Soviets” and the cry "Peace,
they set up a permanent camp at
the big financiers, who for the most part seem satisfied to keep things
: Land and Bread" there was set up Nov. 7, 1917. in Petrograd, a Pro Maeleod in Alberta Another fort
just as they are.
visional Government, the Congress of Soviets, and that with Lenin at the
We can only understand Russia and world affairs as we recognize ] head has eventuated in the present Union of Soviet Socialist* Republics. which they established, Calgary, has
grown to bc one of the most import
these great divisions of society, and the struggle that is on to get the
In 1917 an armistice was concluded with Germany on the Western ant towns in western Canada. With '
ascendency or to maintain it—in the political and industrial institutions
front, in December, and in the following March. Russia signed the Brest- the work of the force rapidly in
that have to do with our daily bread and government that functions in
[ Litovsk Treaty with Germany and retired from the World War.
creasing a central station was a necesbehalf of the nation’s welfare.

[ Address delivered before the Baptist Men s League,

First Baptist Church, Rockland, Maine, Thursday night,

The Literary Digest, whose strongest point Is the ascertaining ot the
likes and dislikes of its readers has
1 lately been securing the public's views
as to the merits an,i demerits ol' iad.0
pros.-air.s, and we quo s thus fio.n

CLOGGED PORES

Resinol

But the three years of war from 1914 to 1917 was followed by three j sityi th°us Regina, which Is now the
Russia! One of the difficulties in reading and studying about Russia
1 years more of war in which the Soviets withstood and overcame first the capital of Saskatchewan was founded
is its language.
effort of the Allied nations by blockade and military intervention to ' “The Klondike Gold Rush of ’98
In Dover-Foxcroft there was a dear old man up there who liked to undo what had been done. I he Soviets overcame the counter-revolu- | gave the force quite a few busy motell the story of a circus that came to town. The tent was crowded when j tionarv uprising in Russia supported and subsidized as they were by the ] fnents. Dawson and Skagway were
a big storm came up, a reliable cyclone. It blew down the tent with j Allied Gov ernments. At Archangel, in Caucasus, in the Ukraine, in j roaring towns of saloons, dance halls.!
much confusion but no injuries. The man in telling the story was wont
I Siberia, in the Maritime Provinces, on all sides Russia was attacked gambi.ng houses. Skagway was chieito say: "That was the nearest to an encyclopaedia that I ever came."
from without and from within, yet every effort to wipe out the Soviet ly known for Soapy Smith and his
One needs a Russian-English dictionary in reading books about Rus
regime failed. '1'he intensity and the bitterness of this strife has never gang who roboed incoming tendersia. The byedniak is the poor incompetent peasant, and the country is
been surpassed. The Allied nations without, and the Russian nobility feet and outgoing gold-laden prosfull of them. The kulak means literally “first.” It used to designate ! and bourgeoisie within all failed to overcome and overthrow the newly [ pectors. A Yukon post was established
the rich peasant who lent money. Now it refers to the wealthier peas
established government of the peasants and the proletariat, or the com-1 and order came to these wide open
ants who take part in trade and who hire the labor of others. 1 he
mon laborer and working man.
towns.
seredniak is the “middle” peasant. The udarnik is a member of a shock
•Concluded next issue)
“In recognition of its service in the
brigade. It is recruited from workers, peasants, clerks, students, even
, Boer War in 1904 the force was
children. Thev agree to do any tvpe of work that may he asked of them, j
THE LOBSTER rRORI.EM
could be dealt with in a code of fair "knighted.' becoming the Roya. North
and to volunteer for any difficult tasks to improve the national economy, j
competiUon.
West Mounted Police. La'cr, in 1920,
The sovhoz. is a state farm.
Nothing opens our eyes mote to th< ,
Mwran Pre paring A Memoi Previously Moran had discussed its name was again changed to the
bigness of Russia, and the marvelous achievements in Russia during the
randum For the Secretary of Com- with H. W. Fiedler, fisheries expert Royal Canadian Mounted Police,
past fifteen years than these giant farms. Number one is a field of 500,000
merer
of the AAA and Lawrence Hopkin- when the duties of the force were ex
acres. Number two is one of 275,000 acres. One represents a farm
------1 son of the Tariff Commission, the tended to include all of the Dominion.
85 miles long and 85 miles wide. It’s a farm as big as a fourth of Maine,
Secretary of Commerce Roper has j possibility of writing a lobster deal- Now they patrol Canada's last great
as big a* Massachusetts, and twice the size of Connecticut.
requested Representative Moi an to ! ers code which would make it un frontier, the chain of islands stretch
Then there are the words "Soviet" and "Bolshevik." Russia is one
prepare for him a memorandum of fair competition to offer for sale ing from Greenland to Ala.ka. One
of the “Union of Soviet Socialist Republics." I have asked several indi
the lobster fishing situation in “short lobsters" or lobsters for which of the posts in this region—on Bache
viduals, even college graduates, what these words mean that we hear used ]
Peninsula—is within 11 degrees ot
so frequently in regard to Russia. And they have confessed they didn’t I Maine, with recommendations or too small a price had been paid flsh- the north pole.
suggestions
for
remedy.
|
ermen.
know. A for Bolshevik—the mention of the name conjures up in our
“Members of the force must be pre
The interview was requested by
Moran will consult Fiedler and
minds a bewhiskered Russian running about like a mad man. But the
pared to perform any duty demanded
word Soviet means simple “council,” and the word Bolshevik means Moran' upon suggestion of Presi-, ' Hopkinson, as well as experts of
of them by the government whether
simply the "majority" in the council.
dent Roosevelt that he go over the NRA, before making his recommen j it be running down a gang of dope
It’s in connection with these two words we learn the creation of the lobster situation with Roper. Moran dations to Roper. Fiedler and Hop- smugglers, or standing guard at the
said
y discussed lobsters, both kinson have also discussed the im-1 CanIdian Lcgation
“washi^ton.
Soviet State in the Revolution of 1917.
Of all the nations in the World War. Russia suffered the heaviest domestic and imported, and whether port situation with the Canadian le- j jn a w|nter patrol made in 1929 an
losses. The German armies simply crushed them. Near the Masurian or not the unfavorable condition gation.
inspector, a constable, an Eskimo,

t has been our custom at this time of year to forget
the business of advertising Essolene and extend our pa
trons the greetings of the season. Jt is even pleasanter this
year to do so, for we have so many new friends to greet

amongst our great family of customers... So to you, each
and every one, from ms Esso dealers, each and every one,
comes this sincere wish...a Merry Christmas, a Jdappy

Mew year.. And may i934 find you on the high road of

Prosperity, in high gear and all the traffic lights green.
Colonial Beacon Oil Company, Inc.

